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Victims relive
nightmares of
Seton Hall fire

Will BG make the cut?

Online sales
hurt school

funding

Two former studenls
charged with (elony

"We had a decent
crowd at the
Cleveland game
but then the first
two home games
we had some
situations weatherwise."

murder in arson (hat
ended three lives |
PageJ
Don't stray away
from unpaid
opportunities
Several universities
and employers
offer to financially
assist students
working non-paying
internships | Page i

Greg Christopher | Director

Falcons look to

chip off CMU
II •- tix'ball team
is on the road
tonight against an
undefeated Central
Michigan team in a
key MAC matchup
| Page 8

Kipchoge is
Athlete of the
Week
Cross country
standout is running

"The people who
were freshmen
remember us
facing Ben
Roethlisberger in
... 2003. Miami and
Bowling Green is a
big rivalry."

Buying a DVD on a Web site
like Amazon.com may be more
convenient than picking up a
(op] ,u the store, but State Rep.
Bob I ana [R-Bowling Green]
said yesterday the popularity
of online purchasing is hurling
Ohio's economy
and its public schools.
Latta told member-, ot ihe
Faculty Senate's Committee on
Professional Ailairs thai Ohio
colleges and universities are losing funding dial
could be provided through sales
tax, as more
people choose
to buy goods
online instead of Bob
in local sloics.
Latta
Ohio
has
losi more than State Rep.
S600 million in (R-Bowling
sales tax collec- Green)
tions to online

businesses and
thai
number
could
reach
$1.3 billion by 2008, said Latta.
Interstate commerce laws prevent businesses that sell Items
online from being able to
charge a sales lax when shipping mil ot slate.
Latta. who is up lor re-election on Nov. 7. said il he retains
his seat in the Ohio House of
Representatives, he will take
measures in ensure sales tax
can be collected and used lo
belter fund higher education.

up the ranks in the

Assistant Director

MAC conference |

By Megan Schmidt
Reporter

Page 8,

"in Washington, they need to

"[We need to] get
about 20 to 21,000
for the Miami game,
and we're going to
be aggressive, we've
got four weeks."

Bookkeeper,
former assistant
take stand in
Noe trial
Attorneys argue
that coin dealer was
allowed access to
$50 million state
investment | Page 9

..D.Campbell | Ass

PHOTOS BVBB4NDONHEISS

and University will not
assume responsibility
| Page 4

ai all dining centers except
for Commons and the Union,
she said.
Kylie Wright, a sophomore,
said students haw always known
which foods are healthy but the
program will make tilings easier
for them.
"The New "U" label kind of
catches your eye and leads you
towards even more healthy
food." she said.
Brian Kenyon, lead crxik at the
Sundial, said the New "U" items
are already selling well.
"The New "U" entrees are selling a lot better than they did at

Attention Deficit Disorder and
Mention Deficii Hyperactrvity
Disorder affect quite a lew students on campus
Whether its having trouble concentrating on lectures or being
organized, constantly fidgeting in
class, or being easily distracted,
then1 are roughly 300 known students at BGSU ili.it have these
daily struggles and then some.
"I'm really unorganized ... and
procrastination is a huge thing,"
said sophomore Rachel MacNab
who was diagnosed with ADD at
around 8 or!) years old. "I'll put
off a paper till the nighi before
it's due."
MacNab also has a short attention span, which can lie taxing
when silting through a 50 minute
or hour and 15 minute lecture
"Sometimes I'll draw something while listening so that way I
hat e something to keep me busy,
but I can slill listen,'' MacNab said
of one of hei personal coping
strategies. "I never sil still, I'm
always moving, even something
just as small as lapping my linger
on the desk"
Unlike some students with
ADD. MacNab chooses not lo be
medicated and uses other coping
strategies to help her adapt.
In high school, she was part
of an Individualized Ixlucaiion
Plan — a program dial provides
"individualized instruction and
programs in public schools" lor
students who have difficulty learning or functioning, according to
kidsllcalth Web site
This program helped MacNab
find coping strategies, but she does
admit that coping in college is a
different boat, one that she finds

In America we

Foley scandal
uncovers first of
many untruths
concealed by
Republican-controlled
government | Page 4

I

Sec DINING Page 6

See ADHD | Page 2

Falcons attendance dangerously low for NCAA standards
By Colin Wilson
Assistant Sports Editor

trust?

Before Ihe football season
began. BGSU knew they bad
a problem. Their attendance
avenge at football games bad
not reached the NCAA quota of
15,000 during the 2005 season.
rins meant they had to meet
that quota this season, or else
the) would be put on probation

bj the NCAA.
How do you feel
about BGSU's limited
parking space?

On Aug. 16, lack Carey and
Thomas OTnole published an
article in USA Today regarding
the issue, in ihe article, the con-

sequences were explained.
if this number is not met BG
will receivea tetter of non-compliance, The letter would set
in motion a 10-year probation
in which the team would need
to meet the attendance quota.
If the quota was not met the
team would fall into restricted
membership, which would
keep them from playing in a
bowl game.
last season's attendance
issues were due to a myriad of
reasons. The team did not have
any home games in September,
their first game at I )o\ I I. Perry

Preventing dating violence
BLAYRE BROWN.
Sophomore. Sport
Management
'It's terrible and
definitely not
convenient." |
Page 4

TODAY
Rain
High: 53, Low: 59

TOMORROW
AM Clouds/PM Sun
High: 55. Low: 58

Students
have trouble
focusing

■

only problem
causes car problems

See FUNDING | Page 6

By Cassandra Shofar
Reporter

Availability of
parking isn't
Poor condition of lots

help us enforce collecting sales

By Samantha Johnstone
Reporter
Seventy percent of women
and girls who are murdered
are killed by their boyfriends
and husbands.
That was just one of the statistics Maty Knieger, director of
the VVbnien's Center, shared at
the lirown Bag Luncheon titled
"Cheer-leading Away from
Dating Violence" yesterday.
And for many, the murder
of Shynerra Cram will turn
that statistic into more than
just numbers.
Shynerra's mother, Cheryl,
joined Krueger to recognize Domestic Violence

Awareness Month.
The two came together lo
focus on abuse affecting women
in junior high and high school.
The speakers wanted to
spread awareness of how little
die court system can do for
young, abused women, in fact,
Knieger said the law doesn't
recognize domestic violence in
a juvenile court unless the couple is married, living together
or has children together.
"Minors just fall through the
cracks," said Krueger." ITiey can't
get protection orders the way an
adult can-

See VIOLENCE | Page 6

Stadium was not until Oct. 1.
I lie team also played a home
game the Inllowing weekend
which happened to be fall break
ill the University, meaning many
students would not be in town.
In the following game, the
team's starting quarterback and
national standout Omar lacobs
was injured, resulting in a 4514
loss to Western Michigan. The
following week die falcons lost
again at home to Akron without
lacobs in the lineup in front of
just %608 people.

Toledo, and a win would have
put the Falcons in the MAC
championship. It took faithful fans to show up on the first
night of their Thanksgiving
Break to watch the game in 27degree weather with II mpb
winds blowing as HO lost 44-41
in double overtime.
The luck and timing was not
great. Ultimately, the average

attendance came out to 14,959,
just short of ihe quota, resulting in a courtesy letter from the
NCAA explaining the guide-

The final home game for BG
was against lnterstate-75 rival

s,v NCAA I

■6

BG offers healthy food alternatives
By Freddy Hunt
Reporter

I )ining Services is about to help
students cut calories and eat
healthier in the dining balls.
The New U" program will
help customers help themselves by offering them nutritious choin"Entrees that contain less
than 4(K) calories, 13 grams of
fat, 30 grams of carbohydrates
and more than 10 grams of
protein now have a New "U"
label next to diem, said Daria
Blachowski-Dreyer, nutrition
initiatives manager.
At least one New "U" entree
is made available every day
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BLOTTER
TUESDAY
6:19 a.m.
Subject from Fostona reported
his vehicle had been struck as
Daniel J. Rice, 50. of Napanee.
Indiana, fled from pol" e
cers on Wooster Street.
10:26 a.m.
Door reported unlocked *nd
window busted on Ninth
Street
10:29 a.m.
Meighen R. Jones. 24.
for criminal damaging and
disorderly conduct at II
Napoleon Road apat 11
She and her boyfriend had gotten into an argument ti
began throwing items around
the room.
4:47 p.m.
Jeremy T. FelkPemberville. arrested for disorderly conduct at a Colony
Lane apartment complex. Brian
C Bonecutter. 34. of Cygnet,
also arrested for d^rr conduct after the two fought
in front of the complex. Both
claimed the other thr,..
first punch
1:54 p.m.
Subje. • tati
ions
girlfriend pushed her and
slammed her arm into a door in
an East Napoleon Road apartment. The girlfriend denied
doing so and both par'
referred to the prosecutor.
10:21 p.m.
Burglary reported at a South
Summit Street apartment.
DVD's. XBOX games, a game
console, computer and other
items, valued at $!.8(;
reported stolen. There was
no sign of forced entry. Police
.pect.

Esteban to perform
for ICONS show
By Adam Shapiro
Reporter

On Ills ninth birthday lade
r.stebtin l-slrada stllick ttuav
from tho other children and
returned as a "scruffy" Marie
Antoinette, declaring 'i»'t ihem
t'.il take!"
Even back in 198-1 it wits clear
— l-slrada had a penchanl for

history and entertainment
"1 don't think what I did hack
then in my Marie Antoinette
outfit is much dlfiereni from
what I do on-stage today." said
I stuiil.i who is now ill. "I'm just
a liltle hit more grown up, and
IVegoi hrtu'i costumes."
Students and fatuity will pel
the chance to see many tii his
costumes when he performs his
show "ICONS Hit-1 cshian and
(lay History cit lite World, Vol.
2" on Friday at 9 p.m. in Room
3()B in the Bovven- rhompson
Student Union as an end to the
Coming Out Week events,
\s the second installment

of the award-winning n I INS
trilogy, this one-man musical

comedy has Estrada singing and
dancing as Alexander the Great,
Queen Christina ol Sweden.

figures in queer history.
Last October Estrada performed the first volume of
ICONS at the University, and
many are looking forward to bis'
return.
"lade's performance hist
yeai was spectacular," said
Nicky Damania, director of
the University^ lesbian. Ciay,
Bisexual, Iransgender, Ally,
Queer/Questioning Resource
( enter, "I lis pieces were very
well designed and perloniieil,
and he made die icons come
alive with sprit and energy."
I le portrays historical figures
In .1 way that is interesting and
personable to everyone, not
just the IXiBT community," said
sophomore Martin Rosales, an
Internal the resource center.
Students aren't the only ones
to praise Estradas work, The
RONS trilogy, which began in
2(K)2, has garnered Estrada several awards, and he has been
hailed by the media as one of
todays l>cst solo entertainers,
But his work isn't just about
entertaining
the
public;
I sii,nla also seeks to educate
bis audiences through his performances.

Susan B, Anthony, Harvey Milk.
Millie lean King and 9/11 hero
Mark llingham — all significant

-.
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"Minor and maior reDairs on all vehicles.'

tOilli tutu iwtfiee I/OII mill lie
entered in a $100 TDalJHart
qifl t'tirtl
High Tech Service For High Tech Cars.
Over 40 Years Experience
ALL WORK GUARANTEED 6 MONTHS

419.352.8245
1051 N. Main St

s^r~

Make us your FIRST CHOICE and find your FIRST CHOICE!
PRIME RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW FOR
SUMMER & FALL '07

STOP

Eddie

By K.th.rin. Kopkowakl

JIM'S AUTOMOTIVE

by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

Daniels speaks on freedom fighting

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good locations]

Reporter

South Afriancan

arated by race and placed them
into four categories.
The lighter one's skin, the better one's social and economic
life, said Daniels.
Daniels grew up in an Impoverished area and received a poor
education, only completing Hlli
grade. I le worked menial jobs, and
as he grew up he began to see the
ugliness of the political system at
the time.
In 1936. white South Africans
owned 80 percent of the land,
while representing only 25 percent of the population, this
created insufficient living space
for black South Africans, and
living on illegal land brought
severe punishment.
One of Daniel's jobs was
developing pictures for identifications cards.

ADHD

While MacNab hasn't taken
part in the University's Disabilities
Services, she is thinking about it.
Morton, on the other had,
applied and qualified for die services offered and said it has helped
her in some ways, especially with
test taking
According to Disability Services
Director Rob Cunningham, thev
offer students With ADD/ADI ID
options like extra exam time ill
a separate, relatively quiet room,
note-taking assistance, priority registration, front row desks
(which is arranged widi teacher!
and also informs the campus
community and faculty about the
disorders and how they can help.
The Narional Institute of Mental
Health mentions three types of
ADHD — predominantly hyperactive— impulsive ADHD diat
doesn't have significant inattention, predominantly Inattentive
ADLIDdiatdoesrithavesignitiiaiii
hyperactive'impulsive behavior
and a combine type diat displays

From Page 1
herself trying not to go down in.
"I'm finding it's getting
harder and harder to cope."
MacNab said.
toother sophomore, who has
received medication since her
diagnosis of ADD in the second
grade, still finds herself in the siune
boat as MacNab.
"It affects me a lot more in college because there's a lot more
distractions," said Ashley Morton.
"You're pretty much never by
yourself, there's always people
around ... 1ft hard to get work
done on lime."
Morton said (hat while the
medication helps, it also has
side effects,
"Bui you do what you have to
do to get your work done,' she
said, adding that liming of the
medication is of the essence and
she even battles with remembering lo take hers on time.
Short attention span in class and
too much focus on note taking are
Some of Morton's challei Iges,
She said she takes longer than
the average student to take notes
down and finds herself focusing
so hard on getting them down
before the professor moves on
Uiat she can't pay attention to
the lecture.

both Inattentive and hyperactiveinipulsivc symptoms.
Cunningham said that Ix't-aiisc
there are different types of ADD/
ADHD and they affect each
student differently, Disability
Services tries to be as "individualized as possible."
"We try to work widi die students based on the impact the
disability has on diem individu-

^ajy^ym

.154-226(1

Hours- Moada) to Fridaj H:.iti- to 5:30 • Salurda) • X:.MI to 5:00
\» \\«.johnneu lo\ ereillestate.eoin

"People would ask me to lighten
their skin so they could upgrade
their status," lie said. "The impact
of racial category was so tremendous. People were desperate to
make il into die next category."
In many cases, it wasa matter of
life or death.
Daniels decided to fight
the oppressive system that
had reigned for 300 years and
joined the Liberal Party of
South Africa, which was nonracial and anti-government.
The non-violent movement
was not attracting enough attention to make immediate changes, so Daniels joined the African
Resistance Movement. This group
used gold mine bombs to blow
up target places, not people. They
attacked areas of white, wealthy
economic interest.
This gol die government's attention.
Daniels watched one friend
walk to tlie gallows, and another
was tortured to death.

k

ONLINE: Gel the full wisWn ol this
stay online at bgnewvconi

ally," Cunningham said. "If somediing's not working for a student,
we want to sit down and figure
it out... make sure we help them
capitalize on their Strengths."
Cunningham said (hat some
Students who have medications
that are working great for them
or aren't medicaled bin haw successful coping methods, may not
need their services.
"But there are students who do
need these accommodations to
help them cope," he said.

ADD/ADHD FACTS
Disability Services serves students with
ADD/ADHD blind or visual impairment,
chronic health condition, cognitive disability, deaf/hard of hearing, mobility impairment, neurological disability, psychological
impairment, specific learning disability
and temporary disability/other
To quality
■ documentation must be comprehensive and
■ the report must include a specific
diagnosis
■ test scores provided
■ tests used to document eligibility
must be technically sound
■ A desertion of requested accommodations, including rationale
■ A qualified professional must conduct
evaluation
For more information about Drsabilities
Services, visit http://wrmbgsu.edu/omces/
sa/disaM.ty or call (419) 372-8495

^0m*S>(ffltX StiffXS&£2E

.119 K. Wnoslir Street. Hauling Ureen. (III
Located Across From leco Hell.
(4I9I

freedom fighter

I dt lie Daniels is a South African
freedom tighter who has devuted
his life's work, endured 15 years
in prison, and seen tragedy and
triumph in liis pursuit of justice.
Yesterday, Daniels spoke at the
University to students and staff.
Me looked at the audience and
said they had been taught to categorize people by color.
"Some of you have been told
that you arc white," said Daniels,
as he held up a sheet of paper
for the audience to see. "But this
is truly while. None of you are
this color."
Daniels explains that hair. eyes,
lips and teeth all differ in color,
and simplifying people to "white"
or "black". is both inaccurate and
marginalizing.
Nonracialism is the intentional refusal to acknowledge
race, and Daniels adheres to
this belief system.
Growing up in an apartheid
government, he saw people sep-

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE

Daniels

ALIGNMENT JI OIL
CHANGE
Valued at $33.98 tor oor»
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Find more coupons and details about NitroMax, visit www.thetireman.com

The BG News has 1 spring opening for a qualified
student to work in part-time selling
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Got Sweet Skills?
Benefits of the Job
• Real World Experience
• Resume Builder
• Pay based on commission
• Flexible hours
• Fun atmosphere
Perferred Candidates
• So. or Jr. Marketing
or I PC ma|or
• Own transportation
• Detail oriented
• Interested in advertising
or sales career
Apply in person
Pick up application
at 204 West Hall
Bring resume if available
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GET A LIFE

0SU students study film independently

CAIiNDAR Of EVENTS
Sort* pyfnf v lakf from wntibgw.edu

By Michael Evens

"Ideally, we would
like to see a film
production degree.
That's our ultimate
goal."

U-Wire

DANIELLE RICHARDS

REMEMBERING: The names of ihiee students killed m a fire in a dorm at Seton Hall
University in 2000 are engraved on a bell tower on the campus

Remembering deadly
fire as trial begins
their nightmares on the stand.

By Tom Troncon*
MCT

HACKENSACK, N.I. — I he
realness of Dana Christmas'
monologue is harrowing — a
heart-wrenching
narrative
of the moment thai forevei
changed hei life, ended three
others and Btole the innocence
ol a freshman class.
It's a son t>r verbal time
machine, bringing the vlewei
back id lanuary 2000 and into the
choking, toxic smoke on the third
floor ofthe Seton Hall University
freshman dorm.
I pat the baokol my scalp trj
ing to extinguish the flames,"
Christmas says on the video, produced In the Center for Campus
Fire Safety and uploaded t<>
VouTube.com Then I notice mj
hands, they're on fire. \iul from
there, then I see thai no one is
waking up,
"I'm thinking to myself: 'I'm
gonna die. I'monh 2\ years old.'"
The Are at Bound Hall thai
day left three schoolmates dead,
about ."><] people injured and se>
eral maimed or disfigured More
lhan six years — and dozens
of surgeries — later, a flurry c>!
hearings is coining to a dose and
jury selection is about to hegin in
the trial of two former students
charged with setting the blaze.
The trial promises a multitude
of moving moments, with scarred
victims like Christmas. 28, ol
Paterson, \.|.. expected to relive

"My heart is racing, rears
are running down my eyes.'
Christmas says in the eightminute video, posted three
weeks ago. "I'm never going to
see my mom. my dad, my sister.
my brother anymore."
Christmas, a resident assistant
who braved the heat 10 evacuate
the II
and became an advn
cm for campus Are safety, didn't
want to talk about the lire with
the start of the trial imminent.
Another horribly burned ill the
blaze, 25-yeaPold Alvaro I lanos,
also declined to be interviewed.
lime hasn't healed their
wounds. Not the figurative. Not
the literal.
To the world, it s a court case,
the state versus loseph I. LePore
and Sean Ryan, now 25-year-old
ex-classmates. Ixnh charged with
felony murder.
To the families of those killed
and burned, it's unimaginable

COLUMBUS. Ohio — Lisa
Griffith chugged another Red
Bull as it neared 6 a.m. It was the
middle of summer and (ihffith
was crammed into the tight
quarters oi a stud) mom in the
basement of Blackburn I louse.
But she was not studying; she
was making a movie.
Griffith is a member of Keel
Buckeye Productions, a student organization at Ohio Stale
University committed to making independent films. OSU
currently offers no film production degree and Reel Buckeye
Productions was created to fill
that void.
"Ideally, we would like to see
a Rim production degree." said
Kristina Hall, unit production
manager and one of the three
co-founders of Keel Buckeye
Productions. "That's our ultimate goaf
Ror three weeks in the summer, Griffith and I fill sacrificed
sleep and monetary payment to
work on the production of the
groups latest project, a feature
film titled ".) Easy Payments."

Kristina Hall | Co-founder
Those three weeks were only a
small fraction of the total time
invested A cast and crew ol
nearly MX) people worked for
IH months to bring "3 Easy
Payments "lo life.
Although post-production
wraps upon" I Easj Payments"
before its tanuaiy premiere at
the Iiiixel Gateway Theater,
Keel Buckeye Productions has
alread] taken its first step in the
creation of their next project. An
informational script meeting
was held Monday to conjure up
a group oi students who have
a story to tell. Everyone from
English majors to pn'-uied slu

dents were present and anyone
not at the meeting is encouraged lo lake (Kin in the script
competition

"We counted IT different
majors involved in tile group.''
said Hall, a senior in finance
she said the diverse majors wi-re
ablctocnntribulcdiffercni ideal
and perspective to the group, so
she encourages anyone to join.
rio matter what major
I kill Bald the group will IKaccepting three in four short
films to be featured in a film
festival, and Keel Buckeye
I'nxiuclions is accepting scripts
lin shun lilmsuntil \ov.22.
"In our off years (from making
features), wewani lomakeshon
films," I kill slid. "Ibis gives .,
chance to gel people involved in
the project. People get Involved
in positions and we can give
them new skills as a warm-up It
also gives the board a chance lo

am.
Hansen Series: The Role of
Arts in Our Society
Wood County Public Library

Alcohol Edu
115 East Hall

NMAF: Art Exhibition
Opening/Reception
Kennedy Green Room. Moore
Musical Arts Center

Voting Your Conscience
St. Thomas More University Parish

see who wed appoint lo work on
the features."

NMAF: Thelema Trio and

Scripts fot the shoo films can
be anywhere from Bvetotwenrj
pages, one page roughly translating into one minute of footage
Any genii' of film is welcome,
although spools and sequels of
existing films are discouraged.
[he winning shorts wHI eventual!) be put together as pan oi a
mini film festival

Madeleine Shapiro, cello SS
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Center

Students for Cultural
Diversity
205 Olscamp

Unpaid internships could be worthwhile for students in the end
By Kara McGuir*
MCT
Now that you've been in
school for a lew weeks, belter
set aside your midterm stud)
guides ami plan yoursummei
internship. Really. Many companies start visiiing college
campuses to search for future
interns in October.
" lotlay'sinteinsbipisoftenjusl
a very long 'job interview' from
trie employer's perspective," said
Peter vbgt, a partner with the
Bloominglon-based counseling

Arm College to Career.
I luce out of four employers
confirm that sentiment, according to a recent survey by the
National Association of Colleges
and Employers.
It worked for Cheryl Biisch.
a student at the College of St.
( atherine in St. Paul, who had
a paid internship witli 3M and

was offered a post-graduation
sales position at the coinp.tn
on Tuesday. The offer made the
expenses that came along with
her internship well worth it.
Her advice to those shopping
for internships today: "Start
buying suits."
Suits aren't the only COSI
that come with entering the
working world. There's printing the resume and the paper
to print it on. Then once you
gel the gig. there's parking.
filling up the tank and those
mandatory happy-hour "networking'' sessions.
Busch -sii11 is paying off the
credit card bills from her summer internship in Missouri. T
bail lo cover expenses for home
and the internship in St. I titiis."
she sa ill.
hv covering expenses in any
slate when you don't get paid.
I hat'sadilemma facing students

who choose unpaid internships,
lo ease the financial pain.
some schools, like Gustavus
Adolphus College in St. Peter,
Minn., baie very small scholarships to help Students afford
unpaid internships; we're talking a lew hundred dollars in
most cases
,or
at the must a couple of thousand,
so oilier arrangements to cover
expenses still need to be made.
Groups siith as the Higher
Education
Consortium
fin
Urban Affairs iwww.hecua.orgl

also pay intei ns loi the work they
do al partner nonprofits, so lie

sine lo ask around before bowing out over money.
Brian koeneman, director of
internships at Gustavus, urges
students interested in unpaid
internships, but in need ol
money, to work part-time and
look lor nne of many part-lime
internships.
\ great unpaid

internship can be an avenue lo a
real!) great job," hesaid.
hiking out extra student loans
in gel through summer is a reasonable option if it increases the
odds ol netting a dream opportunity altei graduation.

HUNTING TIPS
Start planning financially for an internship
as scon as you send the applications.
Other suggestions
■ Bulk up your business wardiobe over
■ Save for that lean period before your
■

other routine costs of working
■ E«pecl to cover some business
expenses and be reimbursed later
■ Plan for tuition costs if you want your
internship to count toward college
ciedits
■ Look for grants and other assistance if
i> ; vvillbe unpaid, or work
nl tune

MURPHY

heartbreak redux,
"It's painful when you hear
references to the autopsy and
about bow my son was found,"
said Joseph (Carol, whose son.
Vimn. died. "I think we've kind
ol hardened ourselves through
the years."
Kami, of Green Brook, attended
a recent hearing in the case in
Superior Court in Newark, N.I. I le
and bis wile, Candy, don't plan
to attend every day of the trial,

-Welcome Back!'jden's and facult,

Show Your

however. They'll avoid certain

BGSU ID

moments — such as if and when
graphic photos are shown.
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OPINION
PEOPLE ON THE STREET
"Oh my God. it
sucks"

STEPHANIE BROSE.
Sophomore. Exercise
Specialist

"I think I'd just commit suicide. I don't want to face that eventuality
because I don't think it's going to happen."
- Arizona Sen. John McCain, speaking on the possibility of a Democratic takeover
of the House and Senate in this fall's elections
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How do you feel about BGSU's limited parking space?
"It's horrendous.

"We need a parking

"I have to walk a mile

Whoever is in charge

garage. How else am

to get to my car. It's

of parking should be

I going to bring in all

ridiculous.

fired"

my groceries?"

JUSTIN CURK.
Sophomore. AMPD

LAUREL GANS.
Sophomore. Spanish

k

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own lade on
today f People On The
Slreel? Or a suggestion for
a question' Give us your

MELINDA GROOMS,
Junior. Physical Therapy

feedback at bgnewscom

Foley scandal exhibits
Republican lies

\s unei it ans. we learn at a young
age to tmsl the government as an
unwaveringsouicc til accuracy.
They uphi ild fair laws, protect us
torn the enemy and keep us safe
from marauding terrorists trying
to cross our borders. The U.S. gc >\
eminent is|xiiini\cdasihe'gnod
guyt" 11< vi l.iltering during lougli
dei isions and always a purveyoi
oftnith. Hut what happens when

that persona Isshattered?
Overthepestfevi weeks, the
sexual scandals surrounding

former representative Mark Buley
have been unveiled to the public
through a web of lies and deceit
Inley, a ilotida Republican, is
at i used iii sexual!) explicit e-mails
and instant message exchanges
with teenage boys who served In
the page program for the White
I louse. After being confronted by
ARC News with some of the sexu
ally explicit messages tliat lie sent
pages, I ole\ immediately checked

TOMSZOPADY

liiniscll into an alcohol rehabilitation program and resigned from

Ever-present parking problem needs to be fixed by BGSU
ANDREW FIAVAHAN I GUEST COLUMNIST

The parkins office is unfair
to everybody and tipping thescales in favor of commuter students will make things worse.
Make things more tolerable
for commuter students, and
tilings become less tolerable
for on-campus students. This
would only lead to more petitions and bickering.
The solution isn't making
t h i i igs worse for commuter or
on-campus students. Instead,
tiie parking office should rework
how they do everything.
As I'm typing this, my car is
sitting in an unpaved stone "lot"
over a mile tram me. The Only
other on-campus lot I can feasibly part; in is Lot 12, which is
closer to where I live, but it's still
in terrible shape.
It's littered with potholes, full
of stones the size of golf balls;

it's an absolute mess that's
always packed on weekdays (I
counted M) illegally parked c ,ns
in there once).
And let's not forget the parking
office's regulation on damage
done to vehicles on their property (such as damage from the potholes in their lots), which clearly
states they assume no responsibility and cannot lx' sued.
I his is outrageous
They haw failed to maintain
several lots, but any damagedone to our cars because of (his
absurdity is OUR fault and OUR
responsibility?
Tire alignment, shocks, struts
and the handling ofyour car
could be taking a beating, and
the I Iniversity apparently doesn't
care at all.
Based on how faraway the
main on-campus lot is, and the

staleofLot 12,1 can't help but
think the University assumes

on-campus students woril need
their cars much.
11 us is a mistake.
A bigger mistake is their
assumption that only on-campus students who can prove they
bold a job should lie allowed
to park In the "short term" lot

behind Offenhauer. if the)
opened that lot to all on-campus
students, everyone in OfTcnhaiu-i
iind McDonald would try and
|Kirk there because it's the only
practical on-campus lot for either
dorm Tliis would surely make
things more difficult for students
with jobs, but students with jobs
aren't the only on-campus students who need their cars on a
daily basis.
An article which appeared
in Tuesday's paper made men-

tion of a few on-campus lots I
never even knew existed, that
an' nowhere near any of the residence halls and sit mostly empty.
Its about as infuriating as see
ingemptyconimiitei lots as I
walk or lake a bus back lo my
donn from the ou-rtlow lot practically every night.
So I don't really SIT bins that
would justify taking spaces away
from on-campus students..
Regardless, this whole system
needs a complete overhaul.
By uairangingtheltMs in a
smaller way. utilizing a Single
"student" pass or fixing the
problem by some other means, a
smarter |iarking system is si irely
mttleil. On lopiifthal, they
should also be maintaining the
lots instead of just busying themselves with passing out as many

tickets as possible.

Congress on Sept 29.
Not only has the Republican
controlled government IMVII
keeping these secn-ts hidden from
the public, but the man accused
of such atrocities decided that
instead ol standing up and lacing
his mistakes, he's going to hideout
like the sniveling cow-ard he is.
I Iind it amusing that his alcohol-induced problems only broke
the surface once he was accused
of sexual misconduct And as i!
that wasn't bad enough, the I louse
Speaker I tennis I fasten, who
claims lie knew nothing about
liilcy's advances, is non having his
story turned around by his own
party members
Two Other bouse Republicans,
lohn lioehner and ihomas
Reynolds, have said that they
warned I fasten about Itilcy's
attention to pages as ear!) as2004,
completely nullifying I fastens
declarations of honesty.
Digging himself an even ilei'|H'r
In ile, I fasten lues even had the
gumption to declare that "any stall
member who tailed to alen him to
former representative Mark Foleys

advances to congressional pages
should IK-fired."
I fasten was confronted numerous times, according to different
newspapers, liy people working
directly with Rrjley There are even
reports that the pages themselves
confronted I fastens aides directly.
The idea that numerous people
working closely with I fasten knew
about the sexual advances taking
place behind closed doors without
Flint baling a clue is just too far
fetched of a suggestion to l>clic\ e
And then to top it all oil'. Imth
Republicans on the I louse Tillies
Subcommittee investigating the
Mark liiley scandal were found to

have financial ties to Hasten,
Mtei dearly lying to the public,
how an- we as Americans supposed to trust i fasten not to bribe
these government officials if he
hasn't already? Ihe lad that a
wealth of information surrounding the scandal didn't come out
until I fasten was liacked into a
corner isn't favoring him either.
Another interesting, yet repulsing bet about this case is that
President Rush is publicly supporting Hasten.
Bush said oil fasten at a fundraisi'i loi Republican candidates:
"I am proud to lx- standing with
the current speaker of die I louse.
who is going to lx- the future
speakerol the i louse," according
loan article in USA lodav
Clearly, our country is now in
the hands of someone si > rfafve
that he cannot SIT what is going
on underneath I us own nose.
The fad that the Republicans
are not onlv Irving to bide these
discriminating lads, but publicly
supporting those who are blatantly lying to i mi country is not only
disgusting, hut disturbing as well.
I fasten needs to be dealt with.
I le needs ii i be laker out of office
as he clearly has no reason to be
(hen- any longer. I le is a liar, a
cheat and a fraud, and I personally
do not want someone like that
representing the I tailed States.
"If they covered something up,
then they should not continue to
have their jobs." I fasten recently
said to reporters from the Chicago
Tribune in regard to the loley trial.
V. iirding to his aliove declaration, it seems that if I fasten has
anyone to fire, it's only himself.
SenicatrnertstoKrBtm Vas&at

Harry Reid real-esate debacle gives way to Democrat hypocrisy
DANIEL MCFAWN IUSC

With |Xilitical parties digging
up dirt on each other in light of
the upcoming election, much
of the news is filled with shock
stories of just exactly what goes
on in that crazy Capitol of ours.
Unless you've recently
become a societal recluse,
you've most likely heard about
"Page-gate'' and the recent
resignation of the disgraced
Congressman Mark I'olcy;
however, there is another scan-

k

dal on the rise that many have
not been alerted of: Senate
Minority Leader Harry Reid 10Nev.), is awaiting word from the
Senate Select Committee on
Ethics about his 2004 windfall
land deal.
In the early 1990s, the 1X-I
Webb Corp. purchased land
in an environmentally sensitive area around lakeTahoe.
Meanwhile, Reid encouraged
the Department of the Interior

to make land swaps on behalf of
I )el Webb, where a former aide
to die senator worked. In 1995,
he received S18.000 in campaign
contributions from Del Webb.
He continued widi a second letter to the department.
In the fall of 1997, an agreement between Del Webb and
die federal government took
place where the company would
receive Nevada government
land on the booming outskirts

of Las Vegas in return for its Lake
I alloc property.
In fanuary 1998, Reid bought
the land from Del Webb loi
1400,000.1 le then sold the land
to a friend, lay Brown, in 2001 for
the price he bought it. Instead of
being paid In money, he received
the value of the land in ownership of Brown's company and
did not disclose the Information
Members of Congress are
required to report all transac-

lions Invoh Ing Investment properties. Reid did not disclose his
sale ol the Nevada land nor his

ownership <it Brown^ company
What makes the situation hypocritical and even more inept is
the fact that from 2003 to 2005,
Reid sat on the Select Committee
on I tlm B
Re-id's situation does not
do justice to the I lemonade
Party's tired campaign slogan
of "A Culture- of Corruption."

which describes Republicans
in ((ingress. The fact that the
lead Democrat in Washington
is involved with the I .lilies
Committee illustrates that
scandal is not reserved for
one individual or party. It also
exemplifies that, despite their
claims, Democrats in Congress
are not as ethical or populist as
they pa-tend to be. Senator Reid,
or rather. Senator Greed, is the
epitome of that hypocrisy.
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raq War film exposes corporate greed and corruption

last week, BGSU Amnesty
International and the College
IXkm<>crals co-sponsored a
showing of (he new film "Iraq
h'or Sale," which was followed by
a discussion concerning whal
should bo done about the privatization of war.
For (hose who have not seen
the film, I sirongly urge you lo
do so. I am somewha( perplexed.
however, as to uh\ (he College
Republicans did not also sponsor the film.
Republicans claim to be the
party of small government, balanced budgets, reduced taxes
and increased military spending.
The privatization of war, as
demonstrated in the film, has

cost U.S. taxpayers billions of
dollars.
And let's not forget about the
thousat uls of lives in die Iraq War
alone that have put members of
our military in grave danger.
How any conservative could
be in favor of such things is simply beyond me.
One example given in (he film
of how corporate greed iscndan
get ing the troops describes how
a subsidiary ol I laDiburton has
been conlrac(ed to provide the
troops with sale drinking water.
And this certainly is not the
most egregious example found
in the film.
I lowcver. the quality of water
provided lo the Hoops under this
contract is often a(rocious and
has been linked to illnesses in
members of the armed forces.
A much more startling example, however, comes from other
subsidiariesol I lalliburton. litan
andCACI.
These firms have been con-

traded to provide Interpreten, but the conlract was laler
mended to Include many different types of personnel.
As such, rhese firms' employees were given broad powers in
U.S. prisons in Iraq.
Many privale citizens
employed by litan and G\CI
have (lie power (o give orders to

military personnel
These orders include (he
atrocities committed ai Abu
Ghraib.
Many of die photographs of
torture we have all seen show
persons in civilian clothing.
These persons gave (he
orders— (hey worked for (j\( !l
and (hey will never be punished
for what (hey did.

They wont be punished
because as private citizens in
Iraq, Ihey are outside the reach
of the Uniform Code of Military
Instil c and U.S. civilian law.
All of this death and destruction, torture and travcsty...all of It

for money
The rich will get richer and the
poor will gel poorer because of

this war, these events.

"...the real profit for Halliburton and its
subsidiaries, for Blackwater, Inc., indeed, for

Millions of dollars.
And who Is to say that ii isn't

all the corporations investing in death, is a

by design?
A quick war, in and out in a
few months, would have benefiled some companies greatly.
Via arms, ammunition, Inel.
.mil logistics, billions of dollars
would have been made.
Hut lite real profit for
I lalliburton and ils subsidiaries,
lor Blackwater, Inc.. indeed, lor
all die corporations investing in
death, is a long, bloody conflict
Three years of plunder and
profit; years of driving treadier
ous roads for KliR mick drivers;

long, bloody conflict."

three years ol contaminated
walei served loom troops; three
years of mercenaries contracted
through Blackwater, Inc. protect
ing the U.S. ambassador lo Iraq.
And lei's also not forget the
years of CACI torturers operating

beyond the law
how much profit do these
companies need!
I low many more years would
(hex like to bilk the U.S. laxpay ersoul ol money thai could be
spent on education or health
care or work programs?
It's a silly question, ol course,
because theywould like robe
raking In those prolits forever.
II already feels like (brevet
to many Despite the revelations brought by ibis film, It's
hard to speak of tin- Iraq War
With new outrage.
rhe midterm elections are fast
approaching, and it seems to he

all anyone talks about
The Iraq War is quickly
becoming trite, which is likely
good for Republicans, but it's
not good lor America. I hese are
important issues, and they need
lo be discussed and ailed upon.
II cannot anil should not wait
until after the election.
I Implore everyone, especially
those who are in lav or of staying
the course, as President Bush
often advises, to sec the film and
consider who is really benefiting
by that course ol action.
Send comments to Jason Lamb at
lejason@bqsu.edu
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VIOLENCE
From Page'
lint while KruegH has onl)
Urn professfcmall) affected bj
dating violence, Gmnt-Ruckei
has been personally affected
( 'IHTVI'S 16-year-old daughter
was murdered In .i boyfriend
last UMI
wet about eight months of
dating the young man. Shynerra
began in realize he was not the
type ill Kui she wanted to continue seeing, she broke up with
him before going to IUT junior
liiiini with someone else
Eventually her ex-boyfriend
broke Into Cheryl's house and
pun eeded to push hei down ,i
set HI stairs before continuing
in attack her. Shynerra ended
up with many fractures and
her jaw was wired shin for
nearly two months.
rhe young man had no prim
criminal ivc mil. Cheryl said.
\s.iii-siili,hi'uasmil\ charged

Mary

Cheryl

Krueger

Grant-Rucker

Director. BGSU

Mother of local

Women's Center

domestic violence

you beak out"

victim

with burglary and assault, fined
•V'.IKXI, ami slapped with a "nocontact order."
An niilinn to Cheryl, this CIICICT
simply prevented the ex-boyfriend tron ] touching her daughter ami didn't stop him from following her around everywhere.
Because she was a minor,
Shynerra wasn't eligible lor a lull
restraining order.
■ there are only nine states that
offer anything more to jmenilcs.1'
Cheryl said.
lioughh si\ months alter the
no-contact order; the young man
liinke Shynerras jaw \s she frantically sought refuge at a friend's
house, he was lei inside after telling the friend he would simply
talk to Shynerra
lwent\ minutes later, he shot

her to death.
lusi months after ihe tragedy,
Cheryl said shes trying to turn he
daughters experience Into some
thing useful for others
Since her daughters death,
she has been working to pass a
new law for minors involved in
dating violence,
"Shynerras Law," as ii is being
called, would force < Mo to open
shelters for battered minors, ii
would also force both the victim
and the accused to attend counseling sessions. The law would
make domestic violence a part of
se\ education curriculum in state
classrooms and teach students to
always have a "safer) plan" ready
"When things come about, you
dnn'i always know what to do,"
said Cheryl "Especially as a teen,

And because Shynerra was
a cheerleader at Toledo's Start
High School, both krueger

and'Cheryl Grant-Rucka have
pin together the Bra Shynerra
Gram Memorial Cheerieading
Competition. The cash fee for a
squad to be in a competition has
been waived and replaced with
a mandatory 4-hour seminar on
dating violence for all competing
cheerleaders. Ihe competition
will be held tills Saturday. Oct.
21, in Perry Held Mouse starting
at!) am
"VVe want everyone to know its
closer lo home Bran they think.''
Krueger said.
\llison Reno, a graduate student who attended the luncheon,
said she fell strongly about what
krueger and I Irani -Huckei are
doing lo help young victims.
"I am amazed 6) the present
ere1 strength and thankful lor their
dedication to raising awareness,"
Reno said

FUNDING
From Page 1
taxes, or we're in trouble," he
said.
/
Latta said building a solid lax
base from which funds can be
drawn is key to guaranteeing
middle-class students have an
Opportunity to attend college
"We have to make sure higher education is affordable and
students aren't getting pi iced
Out," he said. "A person should
not have to mortgage themselves out for their entire lives
|to go ii) college]."
The degree a student earns,
Latta said, should open doors

man ever-expanding variety of
new jobs being created to compete with countries where labor
is cheap
"We have to come up with
jobs that can't be done anywhere else, because we have
highly educated people." he
said. "II you can produce a pen

somewhere else foi

"The bottom line is that we have to work

NCAA

harder to get more people in the stands and

From Page 1
lines.
All hough il sounds confusing, tracking attendance is a
simple process. I he N( \ \
requires ever) Division IA
team to report theii attendance
numbers bj eithei the amount
of tickets sold
the paid average
or ihe amount oi people
who iiiine through the turnstiles everj week. When die
season is Over the totals ol each
are added up and averaged bj
the amount ol games.
Ibis season, ihe athletic
department scheduled two
home games in Seplemhei
along with an additional home
game ai the Cleveland Browns
Stadium against Wisconsin.
The attendance issue seemed
In be solved. The team sold
22,160 tickets to the game and
had an announced attendance
of 30,307.
The learns next two home
games did not even combine
in meet the paid attendant e
ill tin' Wisconsin game. I he
first game played at the Doyt
featured a long lightning delay
and severe weather warnings.

that comes from the student population and
the alumni and fan population base as well,"
Ihe weal bet was mil perfect for
the second game against kent

State either.
"We bad a decent crowd al
the Cleveland game but then
the first two home games we
had some situations weatherwise," saiil BGSU Director of
\thleiics Greg Christopher.
Ihe athletic department has
a plan in place to solve ibis
problem the best they Can.
"Might now I think we're
going to look at our paid average which is about righl now
ihrougb the four games al

13,242 paid pel game." said I.I)
Campbell, assistant athletlt
director of communication,
With one game left the team
will need to yield a large crowd
lor the season's final home
game against Miami on Nov. 15
to avoid a letter of compliance;
" We need to| gel about 20
In 21,000 Im the Miami game,
and we're going lo he aggressive, we've got lour weeks,'
Campbell said.
The University and the athletic departmem will have
in wink extremely haul to

2006 BGSU HOME FOOTBALL ATTENDANCE
Game

'
1

Paid

Turnstilcd

Announced

push for ticket sales to this
game. While ii is on national
lele\ isinn. the game will be
played in mid- \oumhci on a
school night. I be liming is not
exactly perfect lor the games
importance, but the athletic
department hopes to find a
wa\ to sell tickets,
Campbell hopes students
will lean toward the fact the
game is on national television and remember some past
games between the teams.
' I he people who were freshmen remember us lacing Hen
Uoetblisberger in the championship game in the MM here
in 2003, Miami and Bowling
Green is a big rivalry," Campbell
said. "I know it's not the most
opportune night, but ii is on
national IV."
Ultimately, the attendance
quota is a idling factor in a team
being part of Division l-A. Il
would take a great deal of attendance failure for a leain to lose
ii-1 A status but IK, athletics is
concerned no mallei what.
"The bottom line is dial we
have to work hardei to get more
people in the stands and that
comes from the student population and the alumni and
Ian population base is well."
Chi isioper said.

2 cents.

and il costs SI lo make that
same pell here, then I hale to
tell you where people are going
to bu\ il."
Hut lo remain competitive,
i ana also said universities
must convince lawmakers

DINING
From Page 1
lirsl." said kenyon. "People aie
figuring out thai we have them
even day The healthy choice
Salisbury steak is probably the
most popular."
'Sarah Anich. a sophomore,
believes ihe New "U" Items are
sate lo eat.
"II you're real health conscious
it's great,' Anich said. 'Aim can eat
il and siill leel good about it. unlike

mosi of the food"
Km sophomore I'bill Doda
said he's concerned tasle will
be sacrificed lor nutrition in
health) foods.
Hlachow'ski-Drever said she's

the] are deserving of money,
which requires "constant
meetings with legislators to
make their case."
"They must keep selling
themselves,'' he said. "Like anyone else, lhey must be actively
engaged in getting a piece of
the pie."
Mike Zickar, chairman of
the committee and associate
professor of psychology, said
Latta's perspective made him
more aware of ihe importance of working closely with
government.
"|He| stressed the importance of University members
maintaining dialogue with
slate legislators, which I think
made this meeting very productive," said Zickar.

1 Inally Latta said universities
and students alike may want to
consider where they can cut a
tew II II nets on education cnsis.
such as money spent on remedial classes
"We spend millions on remedial programs jusl to get many
students up to speed before
they take their core classes,"
be said. "We need lo alleviate universities from having
to provide so many remedial
classes, by having kids more

prepped tor college."

meals based on the theme food of
Ihe month.
It is Important to try new recil>cs diat are healthy and also delicious. Some pecipleare turned off
b) healthy food just because it is
labeled health food, she said,
"I have had siuclenls turn their
noses up al tilings I've made."
Blachowski-Dreyer said. "Then
they come back and say hey. thai
was actually pretty good.'"
New "U" was put in place upon
students'requests,shesaid.adding
the fact thai healthier food available to students is what counts.
"I cant spoon feed it to you."
Blachowski-Dreyer said "Hut I can
offer it as an option."

trying to change this attitude,
"I am Irving lo overcome the
concept that healthy food is ew'.'
she said.
In order to pic rve I ier case, e\ crv
Thursday at different dining halls
Blachowski-Dreyer
prepares

FOOD FACTS
■ Thrs month is Vegetarian Awareness
Month
■ November is National Seafood Month
■ Today at McDonald dining center
Nutrition Initiatives Manager Dana
Bbchowski-Dreye> will be preparing
artichoke ^'doey bean paella

Sports Rehab
Do You Want to Work With Athletes?
Logon's Depcrtnent ol Sports & ^e habitation s assigned fo assist students r\ the
rnanoQdfflOnt of injuries & ontf In the treatment of potto I

"

■ netting.

Master's Degree in Sports Science & Rehabilitation
► Unique Dual-Degree M.S./D.C. 4 Independent Gioduate Degree Formats
► Develop Skills in the Assessment, treatment, Conditioning 8 Injury
Management ol Athletes
► Work with Professional. Collegiate & High School Sports Teams
► leorn from Experts in Sports Medicine i Sports Clwoproctic
► Tieal patients in Ihe slate-oMhe-an" BIOFREEZES Sports
Rehabilitation Center

If you aie looking for o catee' n healthcare offering t'emendous
personal satisfaction, professorial success ana an income commensurate
with your position as a Doctor of Chiropractic, contact Logan University today1
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SIDELINES
BGSU vs. CENTRAL MICHIGAN

Falcons extend record
streak to fifteen
Volleyball wins again at IPFW with a 3-1 match
By Adam Mlnln
Reporter

The BG women's volleyball
team stepped outside of the
Mid-American Conference
for the first time in eight
matches on Tuesday night
but found out quickly that
would be no break defeating
IPFW 3-1.
The win stretches the
longest winning streak in
school history to 15 matches. It also left BGSU 19-2
overall. IPFW fell to 17-10.
The Mastadons came into
the game just as hot as the
Falcons, winning 11 of their
previous 12 matches.
Much like the past weekend, BGSU was led in kills
again by Madeline Means
with 14. Kendra Halm added
12 kills while Corey Domek
had II of her own. The Palcons
saw Chelsey Meek lead the
team with 28 digs while four
others reached double digits as well. Halm also led the
team in blocks with 7.
T think we looked good at
times and bad at others." said
Stephanie Swiger. "We are
always glad to get a win but
this was not our best effort."
In the first game, BG was
hot out of the gate, grabbi ng a
9-4 lead. But IPFW would not
go away as they close the lead
to three on a couple of occasions. The Falcons responded, though, by finishing the
game well and grabbing an
early advantage. BG did not
hit well in the game, hitting

HOCKEY
Falcons to take on
No.lBC
After a successful opening weekend. Jimmy
Spratt(above) and the
Falcons will head to
Chestnut Hill. MA this
Saturday to face off against
Boston College. See the full
preview in tomorrow's sports
page.

W. SOCCER

Falcons cap season
off with homestand
Falcons to face Central
Michigan. Eastern Michigan
and Toledo over next seven
days before starting MAC
Tournament. BG is 5-3 in the
MAC and 8-8 overall head-

SCHEDULE
ing into their final stretch.

TODAY
Football:
at Central Michigan; 7:30 p.m.
Tennis:

JORDAN FIOWR

-

STUFFING THE COMPETITION:
Kendid Halm anc tip cakon< have tolled
through the MAC so fat with a 8-0 record

.111. The defense got many of
the close points for the team
with four blocks.
In the nexl game the falcons
hit better but the Mastadons
improved as well. It was back
and forth throughout with
IPFW leading throughout the
middle of the match. They rallied to tie it at 26-26 and never
looked back, giving them a 2-0
lead goingintohalftime. Means
had some very timely kills in
this game and Swiger and Meek
each added one to help the
cause and keep BGs remarkable run alive.
The Falcons looked to close
the match coming out of halftime and were on their way
after taking a 5-0 lead early
in the third game. But IPFW
SeeNETTERS|Paqe8

OUR CALL

BRANDON HEISS

M &GNEWS

PUMPED UP: Neddie Barnes. Marques Parks and Derrick Maikray celebrate after a touchdown Saturday The Falcons wfl be doing

ITA Regional @ East Lansing,
Ml

plenty of celebrating if (hey can win at Central Michigan tonight

On the way up

4-0 CMU hosts BG

Terrell Owens
picked up three
scores on Sunday
and shut all of his critics up
in a win over the... Houston
Texans Nonetheless, he's
rejuvenated and ready to get
back to his old agenda.

On the way down
Koren Robinson
has had some
serious trouble the !
past few years and now that
he got his second DUI. the
NFL decided to suspend him
for the year

The List
In honor of Chris Perry's
return The BG News would
like to commend the top five
stand-out Michigan alumni
that just could not stay
healthy, good or either.

1. Tim Biakabatuka:
While he showed promise,
he never played a full season
and hasn't seen action since
2001.

2. David Terrell: The

By Colin Wilson
Assistant Sports Editor

It should be an interesting week
for BGSU football as they travel
10 Mt. Pleasant tonight to face
Central Michigan on just five
days rest.
the Palcons have been a team
that underachieves and over
achieves randomly all year long.
While hanging tough with some
of the country's best, they have
struggled against some of the
country's worst.
The Falcons have played
exceptionally well away from
Doyt I.. Perry Stadium, winning
five of their last six road games.
The one loss during thai Stretl h
came against Ohio State, which
isn't exactly a walk in the park.
The streak hopes to continue as
the Falcons play much of their
remaining schedule away from
Bowling Green.
"We've got four out of the nexl
five on the road, so we'd better
be good on the road," said BG
coach Gregg Brandon.
BG will hope to knock off the
Chippewas, who are leading the
Mid-American Conference's
West Division with a 4-0 conference record. Thev've been

Perry back in action after
surgeries to knee, ankle
By Jo. Kay

led by their quarterback nan
Lclevourwho leads I he MAC in

passing with I. mi yards, He has
also thrown 11 IDs coming into
tonight's game and has completed (ill percent of his passes.
On defense the Chippewas
have defensive end Daniel
Bazuln, He lias five sacks this
season and two forced fumbles.
CMU also has the conference's
top tackier ibis season in Red
Keith, who has 71 tackles.
BG has some injury issues
alter lasl week's game with
1 astei n
MU hlgan.
scan
O'Drobinak will be oul and
Brad Williams has been listed
as questionable
"Al rhis point, we're .1 banged
up team. Because ol the nature
of OUI schedule, playing two
top -ii learns from the Big Ten
that arc \ er\ pin sical, it's tough
to play a mid-week game
Brandon said. "The timing's nol
good, but I think Central would
be saving the same thing."
The team defense tor lit, has
been the strong point throughout the year, lerrell White has
been a pleasant surprise as he
is second In the MAC in tackles

The Associated Press

GAME NOTES
■ BG is third m the MAC m total
defense and CMU is 2nd in
total offense
■ BGs rush offense is second
in the MAC and CMU's run
defense is id m the MAC
■

,is not lost to CMU since
1995 when it lost 22-16 in Mi
Pleasant

■ The all-time senes is led by
BG 21-16
■ CMU has won lour of their last
five games including last week's
18-7 at Ball State
■

■

■.■2003.BG ■* '0-3 on the
road m'1
Michigan has not
stated 40 in the MAC since
1990 when they went on to win
the conference.

■ The leagues top two tacUers
wiH face off t* the game when
■

take the fcU

I l\( IVWII
Hunning
back Chris Perry returned to
practice Wednesday, starting a three-week window for
the Cincinnati Bengals to
activate him.
Perry had knee and ankle
surgery that sidelined him for
all of trainingcampand forced
him to start the season on the
physically unable to perform
list. I |e had lo sit out the first
five games of the season.
The Bengals 13-21 have three
weeks to add him to the active
roster. They could do so as
soon as Sunday, when they
play the Carolina Panthers.
Perry catches passes out of
the backfield, and the Bengals
could use another option at
recciverthis weekend. Receiver
Chris I lenry is serving the second and final game of his suspension from the NFI. for his
arrests, and backup receivers
Kclley Washington and Tab
Perry are out with injuries.
"We'll see," coach Marvin
Lewis said. "I can't give you a
time frame. It could be Sunday,

it could be next Sunday, it
could be the Sunday after that.
We have a three week window
once we moved him into the
practice deal, and we'll see
what works best and whether
or not we have a spot to play
him In if he were ready to go."
The long layoff left Perry
H Ith a lot of ground to make
up.
"It's definitely exciting, but
we'll just take it as it comes,"
he said before practice
Wednesday, l feel real good."
Perry was the Bengals' firstround draft pick and the 26th
overall In 2004. but has played
in only 16 games because of a
variety of injuries, A hamstring
injury and a hernia limited
him to two games as a rookie.
I le played in 14 games last season, missing two In December
because of an ankle sprain.
The Bengals also are missing two starters on the offensive line heading into a game
against Carolina (4-2). Center
Rich Braham is out indefinitely H Ith a knee injury, and left
tackle Levi lones had surgery
on his left knee Wednesday,
leaving him sidelined for at
least a few weeks.

See FALCONS I Page 8

former bearer of the number
one jersey, he was anything
but number one for Chicago
scoring just nine TDs over
four years.

3. Chris Perry: In two
and a half years, he's played
16 total games, fighting injuries the whole time.

4. Drew Henson:
After an illustrious college
career, Henson played for
the Yankees and was not so
good. Then he went back to
football and it was too little
too late.

5. Charles
Woodson: After a successful start, its been downhill with gun charges and
other off the field issues.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK I EDDIE KIPCH0GE

Kipchoge hopes for big things in college career
By Joih Wh.th.rholt
Reporter

In the distance running world
you live and die by one phrase:
"Champions are made when no
one is watching."
Eddie Kipchoge has taken this
to heart, often running extra
miles in his free time, on top of
his required training. When he
watches races on TVand sees his
fellow Kenyans dominating the
world scene, he says, "I should
be that guy." as his ever-present grin spreads across his face,
making him seem more like a
shy boy from Kenya than one of
the best runners in the country.
Kipchoge has been nearly
unstoppable. He is undefeated

"The MAC is going to be the real, real game.
It's going to really reflect my running so far.
But I'm going to try my best to be the champ.
I want to be the champ."
■

so far in the Mid-American
Conference and he bested the
best Ohio has to offer, winning
the All-Ohio meet in Delaware
two weeks ago.
Kipchoge also claimed victory Saturday at the Falcon
Invitational, dominating the
second place runner by 37 seconds.
But Kipchoge is not even

thinking about resting yet.
I he MAC is going to be the
real, real game," Kipchoge said.
"It's going to really reflect my
running so far. But I'm going to
try my best to be the champ. I
want to be the champ."
"F.ddie is very goal-oriented,"
said coach Cami Wells. "His

BRAM0OHH6SS I ■Hf&NfwS
RUNNIN<.wrrHTHEPACItEdo«K«chooehasblgiiteanBtob«omeassacessyas
many Kenyan runnere below him hfcs early success at BG has his team excited for him

See EDDIE I Page 8
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From Page 1

Hut while Kruega has only
been professionally affected by'
dating violence, Grant-Rucker
has been personaDj affected.
Cheryla 16-year-old daughter
was murdered by a boyfriend
last year.
After aboui eight monlhs of
dating the young maa shynerra
Ix-j^iii to realize he was nut the
type ill guy she wanted to continue seeing She broke up with
him before going m her junior

prom with someone else.
Eventually, her ex-boyfriend
broke into Cheryl's house anil
proceeded to push her down a
set of stairs before continuing
to attack her. Shynerra ended
up with many fractures and
her |aw was wired shut for
nearly two months.
I he young man had no prior

criminal record, Cheryl said
As a result, he was only charged

Cheryl
Grant-Rucker
Mother of local
domestic violence
victim

Mary
Krueqer
Director BGSU
Womens Center

VIOLENCE

uiih burglary and assault, fined
$2,000, and slapped with a "no
contact order."
According to Cheryl, this order
simply prevented die ex-boyfriend from touching her daughter and didn't stop him from following her around everywhere
Because she was a minor.
Shynerra wasn't eligible for a full
restraining order.
"There arc only nine states dial
i itler anything more to juveniles."
(lieryl said.
Roughly six months after die
no-contact order, die young man
broke Shynerra's jaw. As she frantically sought refuge at a friend's
In use, he was let inside after telling the friend he would simply
i.ilk to Shynerra.
Twenty minutes later, he shot

her to death.
lust months after the tragedy,
Cheryl said she's trying to mm her
daughter's experience into some

thing useful brothers

Since her daughter's death,
sin' has been winking to pass a
new law lor minors involved in
dating violence
"Shynerra's Laws" as it is being
called, would force (lino to open
shelters for battered minors. It
would also force Ixith the victim
and the accused to attend counseling sessions Hie law would
make domestic violence a pan of
sex education curriculum in slate
Classrooms and teach students ti >
always have a "viten plan" ready.
"When things come about, you
don't always know what to do,"
said t lieryl. "Especially as a teen.

"The bottom line is that we have to work

NCAA

harder to get more people in the stands and

From Page 1

lines.
Although it sounds confusing, tracking attendance is a
simple pun ess. I lie NCAA
requires everj Division l-A
team to report iheii attendance
numbers by either the amount
of tickets sold — the paid average Or the amount of people
who come through the turnstiles every week. When the
season is Over the totals ol each
are added up and averaged bj
the amount of games.
This season, the athletic
department scheduled two
home games in September
along with an additional home
game at the Cleveland Browns
Stadium against Wisconsin.
The attendance issue seemed
lo lie solved. I he team sold
22,160 tickets to the game and
had an announced attendance
Of 34307.
The teams next two home
games did not even combine
to meet the paid attendance
of the Wisconsin game. The
first game played at the Doyt
featured a long lightning delay
and severe weather warnings.

that comes from the student population and
the alumni and fan population base as well,"
J.D. Christopher! Assistant Athletic Director of Communication

I he weather was not perfect for
the second game against Kent
State either.
"We had a decent crowd at
the Cleveland game but then
the first two home games we
had some situations weatherwise." said BGSU Director of

Athletics Greg Christopher.
I he athletic department has
a plan in place to solve this
problem the best they can.
'Right now I think we're
going to look at our paid average which is about right now
through the four games at

13.242 paid per game." said I.I).
Campbell, assistant athletic
director of communication.
With one game left the team
will need lo yield a large crowd
for the season's final home
game against Miami on Nov. IS
to avoid a letter of compliance.
" [Wp need to| get about 2tl
to 21,000 for the Miami game,
and we're going to be aggressive, we've got loin weeks.

Campbell said.
The University and the athletic department will have
to work extremely hard to

2006 BGSU HOME FOOTBALL ATTENDANCE
Game

Paid

Turnstiled

8.459

&495

11,415

10,929

52.967

49.549

Announced

72.026

you freak out."
And because Shynerra was
a cheericader at Toledo's Start
High School, both Krueger
and Cheryl Grant-Rucker have
put logedicr the first Shynerra
Grant Memorial Checrieading
Competition. The cash fee for a
Squad to be in a competition has
lieen waived and replaced with
a mandatory 4-hour seminar on
dating violence for all competing

cheerleaders, The compettdon
will lx' held this Saturday, Oct.
21, in IVrry Held House starting
at H am.
"We want everyone to know it's
closer to home than they think,"

Krueger said.

Allison Reno, a graduate student who attended the luncheon,
said she felt strongly about what
Krueger and Grant-Rucker are
doing to help youiig victims.
"I am amazed by the presenters' strength and thankful for their
dedication to raising awareness,"

Reno said.

push for ticket sales to this
game. While it is on national
television, the game will be
played in mid-November on a
school night. The liming is not
exactly perfect for the game's
importance, but the athletic
department hopes to find a

way to sell tickets,

Campbell hopes students
will lean toward the fact the
game is on national television and remember some past
games between the teams
I he people who were freshmen remember us facing Ben
Roelhlisberger in the championship game in the MAC here
in 21)03. Miami and Howling
Green isabJg rivalry," Campbell
said. "I know It's not the most
opportune night, but it is on
national TV."
Ultimately, the attendance
quota is a tel li ng factor in a team
being part of Division l-A. It
would take a great deal of attendance failure for a team to lose
iis I A stains but KG athletics is
concerned no matter what.
lite bottom line is that we
have to work harder to get more
people in the stands and that
comes from the student population and the alumni and
fan population base as well,"
Christoper said.

FUNDING

they arc deserving of money,
which requires "constant
meetings with legislators to
make their case."
"They must keep selling
themselves." be said. "Like anyone else, they must be actively
engaged in getting a piece of
the pie."
Mike Zickar, chairman of
the committee and associate
professor of psychology, said
I.atta's perspective made him
more aware of the importance of working closely with
government.
"|lle| stressed the importance of University members
in,nut,iiiiin;: dialogue with
state legislators, which I think
made this meeting very productive," said Zickar.
Finally I .it la said universities
and students alike may want to
consider where they can cut a
few corners on education costs,
such as money spent on remedial classes.
"We spend millions on remedial programs just to get many
students up to speed before
they take their core classes,"
he said. "We need to alleviate universities from having
to provide so many remedial
classes, by having kids more
propped for college."

From Page 1

taxes, or we're in trouble," he
said.
/
Latta said building a solid tax
base from which funds can be
drawn is key to guaranteeing
middle-class students have an
opportunity to attend college.
"We have to make sure higher education is affordable and
students aren't getting priced
out." he said. "A person should
not have to mortgage themselves out for their entire lives
|to go to college]."
I he degree a student earns,
latta said, should open doors
to an ever-expanding variety of
new jobs being created to compete with countries where labor
is cheap.
"We have to come up with
jobs that can't be done anywhere else, because we have
highly educated people," he
said "If you can produce a pen
somewhere else for 2 cents,
and it costs $1 to make that
same pen here, then 1 hate to
tell you where people are going
to buy it.'
But to remain competitive,
Latta also said universities
must convince lawmakers

DINING
From Page 1

first," said Kenyon. "People are
figuring out that we have them
even day. The healthy choice
Salisbury steak is probably the
most |x>pular."
'Sarah AnJch. a sophomore,
believes the New "U" items are
safe to eat.
"If you're real health conscious
it's great" Anidl said "You can eat
it and still feel good al* nil it, unlike
most of die food."
But sophomore I'hill Boda
said he's concerned taste will
be sacrificed for nutrition in
healthy foods
Blachowski-Dreyer said she's
trying to change this attitude.
"I am trying to overcome the
concept dial healthy food is 'ew',"
she said.
In order to prove her case, even,
I hursday at different dining halls
Blachowski-Dreyer prepares

meals based on the theme food of
die month.
It is important to try new recipes that are healthy and also delicious. Some people are mmed off
by healthy food just because it is
labeled health food, she said.
"I have had students turn their
noses up at things I've made"
Blachowski-Dreyer said. "Then
they come hack and say 'hey, that
was actually pretty good.'"
New "U" was put in place upon
students'requests she said, adding
the fact that healthier food available to students is what counts.
"I can't spoon feed it to you,"
Blachowski-Dreyer said. "But I can
offer it as an option."

FOOD FACTS
■ This month is Vegetarian Awareness
Month.
■ November is National Seafood Month.
■ Today at McDonald dining center
Nutrition Initiatives Manager 0*ia
- Kn ■ I Drey*i H ; I" p't'i iring
artichoke kidney bean paella

Sports Rehab
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SIDELINES
BGSU vs. CENTRAL MICHIGAN

Falcons extend record
streak to fifteen
Volleyball wins again at IPFW with a 3-1 match
ByAdamMinin
Reporter

The BG women's volleyball
team stepped outside of the
Mid-American Conference
for the first time in eight
matches on Tuesday night
but found out quickly that
would be no break defeating
IPFW 3-1.
The win stretches the
longest winning streak in
school history to 15 matches. It also left BGSU 19-2
overall. IPFW fell to 17-10.
The Mastadons came into
the game just as hot as the
Falcons, winning 11 of their
previous 12 matches.
Much like the past weekend, BGSU was led in kills
again by Madeline Means
with 14. Kendra Halm added
12 kills while Corey Domek
had 11 of her own. The Falcons
saw Chelsey Meek lead the
team with 28 digs while four
others reached double digits as well. Halm also led the
team in blocks with 7.
"I think we looked good at
times and bad at others," said
Stephanie Swiger. "We are
always glad to get a win but
this was not our best effort."
In the first game, BG was
hot out of the gate, grabbing a
9-4 lead. But IPFW would not
go away as they close the lead
to three on a couple of occasions. The Falcons responded, though, by finishing the
game well and grabbing an
early advantage. BG did not
hit well in the game, hitting

HOCKEY
Falcons to take on
No.lBC
After a successful opening weekend, Jimmy
Spratt(above) and the
Falcons will head to
Chestnut Hill. MA this
Saturday to face off against
Boston College. See the full
preview in tomorrows sports
page.

W. SOCCER
Falcons cap season
off with homestand
Falcons to face Central
Michigan. Eastern Michigan
and Toledo over next seven
days before starting MAC
Tournament. BG is 5-3 in the
MAC and 8-8 overall head-

SCHEDULE
ing into their final stretch.

TODAY
Football:
at Central Michigan; 7:30 p.m.
Tennis:

JORD*N nowm

-

STUFFING THE COMPETITION:
Kendra Halm anc1 the Falcons have rolled
through the MAC so far with a 8-0 record

.111. The defense got many of
the close points for the team
with four blocks.
In the next game, the Falcons
hit better but the Mastadons
improved as well. It was back
and forth throughout with
IPFW leading throughout the
middle of the match. They rallied to tie it at 26-26 and never
looked back, giving them a 2-0
lead going into halftime. Means
had some very timely kills in
this game and Swiger and Meek
each added one to help the
cause and keep BGs remarkable run alive.
The Falcons looked to close
the match coming out of halftime and were on their way
after taking a 5-0 lead early
in the third game. But IPFW
SeeNETTERS
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PUMPED UP: Freddie Barnes, Marques Park and Derrick Markray celebrate after a touchdown Saturday The Falcons will be doing

ITA Regional @ East Lansing,

On the way up
Terrell Owens
picked up three
scores on Sunday
and shut all of his critics up
in a win over the... Houston
Texans. Nonetheless, he's
rejuvenated and ready to get
back to his old agenda.

On the way down
Koren Robinson
has had some
serious trouble thet
past few years and now that
he got his second DUI, the
NFL decided to suspend him
for the year.

The List
In honor of Chris Perry's
return The BG News would
like to commend the top five
stand-out Michigan alumni
that just could not stay
healthy, good or either.

1. Tim Biakabatuka:
While he showed promise,
he never played a full season
and hasn't seen action since
2001.

2. David Terrell: The

plenty of celebrating if they can win at Central Michigan tonight.

Perry back in action after
surgeries to knee, ankle

4-0 CMU hosts BG
By Colin Wilton
Assistant Sports Editor

It should be an interesting week
for BGSU football as they travel
to Ml. Pleasant tonight to face
Central Michigan on just five
days rest.
The Falcons have been a team
that underachieves and overachieves randomly all year long.
While hanging tough with some
of the country's best, they have
struggled against some of the
country's worst.
The Falcons have played
exceptionally well away from
Doyt L. Perry Stadium, winning
five of their last six road games.
The one loss during that Stretch
came against Ohio State, which
isn't exactly a walk In the park.
The streak hopes to continue as
the Falcons play much of their
remaining schedule away from
Bowling Green.
"We've got four out of the next
five on the road, so we'd better
be good on the road," said BG
coach Gregg Brandon.
BG will hope to knock off the
Chippewas, who are leading the
Mid-American Conference's
West Division with a 4-0 conference record. They've been

By Jo* Kay

led by their quarterback Dan
l.cl evour who leads the MAI in
passing with 1,401 yards, lie has
also thrown 11 TDs coming into
tonight's game and has completed 60 percent of his passes.
On defense the Chippewas
have defensive end Daniel
Bazuin. He has five sacks this
season and two forced tumbles,
CMU also has the conference's
top tackier this season In Red
Keith, who has 71 tackles.
BG has some injury Issues
after last week's game with
Eastern
Michigan.
Sean
O'Drobinak will be out and
Brad Williams has been listed
as questionable.
"At this point, we're a banged
up team. Because of the nature
of our schedule, playing two
top 20 teams from the Big Ten
that are very physical, It's tough
to play a mid-week game,"
Brandon said. The timing's not
good, but 1 think Central would
be saying the same thing."
The team defense for BG has
been the strong point throughout the year. Terrell White has
been a pleasant surprise as he
is second in the MAC in tackles

The Associated Press

GAME NOTES
■ BG is third in the MAC in total
defense and CMU is 2nd in
total offense.
■ BG's rush offense is second
in the MAC and CMU s run
defense is fcd in the MAC
■ BG has not lost to CMU since
I99S when it lost 22-16 in Mt.
Pleasant
■ The al-time senes is led by
BG 21-16
■ CMU has won lout of their last
five games including last week's
18-7 at Ball State
■ S«Ke2005BGislO-$onthe
road in the MAC
■ Central Michigan has not
started 4 0 o the MAC since
1990 when they went on to wm
the conference
■ The leagues top two lacklers
will face off in the game when
Red Keith and Terrell White
take the field.

CINCINNATI — Running
back Chris Perry returned to
practice Wednesday, starting a three-week window for
the Cincinnati Bengals to
activate him.
Perry had knee and ankle
surgery that sidelined him for
alloftrainingcamp and forced
him to start the season on the
physically unable to perform
list. He had to sit out the first
five games of the season.
The Bengals (3-2) have three
weeks to add him to the active
roster. They could do so as
soon as Sunday, when they
play the Carolina Panthers.
Perry catches passes out of
the backfield, and the Bengals
could use another option at
receiver this weekend. Receiver
Chris I lenry is serving the second and final game of his suspension from the NFL for his
arrests, and backup receivers
Kelley Washington and Tab
Perry are out with injuries.
"We'll see," coach Marvin
Lewis said. "I can't give you a
time frame. It could be Sunday,

it could be next Sunday, it
could be the Sunday after that.
We have a three-week window
once we moved him into the
practice deal, and we'll see
what works best and whether
or not we have a spot to play
him in if he were ready to go."
The long layoff left Perry
with a lot of ground to make
up.
"It's definitely exciting, but
we'll just take it as it comes,"
he said before practice
Wednesday. "I feel real good."
Perry was the Bengals' firstround draft pick and the 26th
overall in 2004, but has played
in only 16 games because of a
variety of injuries. Aha mstring
injury and a hernia limited
him to two games as a rookie.
He played in 14 games last season, missing two in December
because of an ankle sprain.
The Bengals also are missing two starters on the offensive line heading into a game
against Carolina (4-2). Center
Mch Braham is out indefinitely with a knee injury, and left
tackle Levi Jones had surgery
on his left knee Wednesday,
leaving him sidelined for at
least a few weeks.

See FALCONS | Page 8

former bearer of the number
one jersey, he was anything

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK I EDDIE KIPCHOGE

but number one for Chicago
scoring just nine TDs over
four years.

3. Chris Perry: In two
and a half years, he's played

Kipchoge hopes for big things in college career
By Josh Whatharholt
Reporter

16 total games, fighting injuries the whole time.

4. Drew Henson:
After an illustrious college
career, Henson played for
the Yankees and was not so
good. Then he went back to
football and it was too little
too late

5. Charles
Woodson: After a successful start its been downhill with gun charges and
other off the field issues.

In the distance running world
you live and die by one phrase:
"Champions are made when no
one is watching."
Eddie Kipchoge has taken this
to heart, often running extra
miles in his free time, on top of
his required training. When he
watches races on TV and sees his
fellow Kenyans dominating the
world scene, he says, "1 should
be that guy," as his ever-present grin spreads across his face,
making him seem more like a
shy boy from Kenya than one of
the best runners in the country.
Kipchoge has been nearly
unstoppable. He is undefeated

"The MAC is going to be the real, real game.
It's going to really reflect my running so far.
But I'm going to try my best to be the champ.
I want to be the champ."
Eddie Kipchoge | BGSb Runner

so far in the Mid-American
Conference and he bested the
best Ohio has to offer, winning
the All-Ohio meet In Delaware
two weeks ago.
Kipchoge also claimed victory Saturday at the Falcon
Invitational, dominating the
second place runner by 37 seconds.
But Kipchoge is not even

thinking about resting yet,
"The MAC is going to be the
real, real game," Kipchoge said.
"It's going to really reflect my
running so far. But I'm going to
try my best to be the champ. I
want to be the champ."
"Eddie is very goal-oriented,"
said coach Cami Wells. "His

WANOONHBSS I tHEBGNEWS
RUNNING WrrHTHE PACK: Eddie K^cnoqe has ^dreams to become as successfii as
many Kenyan runners before hm His eariy success at BG has his team errdted for him

See EDDIE I Pace 8
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"We all played very well

NETTERS

and the defense picked

From Page 7
would not go away as they would
rally to tie the match midway
through and dominate in the
second half of the game, eventually winning by 9 points. BGdid
not help their own cause though
as they hit .000 on offense and
committed 11 attacking errors
in the process.
IPFW came into the fourth
game with the momentum but
the Falcons quickly picked up
their game. The Falcons and
Mastadons battled for much of
the game, but HG pulled away
with a 5-1 run in the middle of
the game.
IPFW gave all they had but in
the end could not make up that
four point difference thai the
run provided for BG.
"We all played very well
and the defense picked up the
offense each time we needed it
to," said Chrissy Gothke. "We
had 10 service aces and our
blocking came up big as well."
"Madeline Meanshit very well
for us while Chelsey Meek was
doing great on defense, digging
out balls all game," said Dnmek.
"Gothke held everyone together
throughout and we had some
good all around performances.
The team could have been
thrown off by playing in the

up the offense each
time we needed it to."
middle of the week for the
first time in 3 weeks. They last
played a weeknight game on
September 27th against Miami
University.
"It threw us off a bit and it is
del initely different," said Swiger.
"The only advantage was thai
there was not as much pressure
because this was not a cooler
ence match."
"I think it helped a lot to play
this match when we did," said
Domek. "We got a see a good
team thai was new to us and it
was a nice change because now
we will start playing everyone
for a second time in the MAI .'
The Falcons will open up
the second half of MAC play
on Friday night at Buffalo at
7 p.m. Earlier in the month,
the falcons set a new offensive hitting percentage record
against the Hulls at home. The
team will then conclude its
weekend al Akron on Saturday

ai :i p.in. rtiey defeated Akron
in three games earlier in the
month as well.

EDDIE
From Page 7
goal is to be the best and t he
fact that he's won so much
isn't from lack of competition, he's just that good."
Kipi hoge.anativeofKldoret,
Kenya, has been in the United
States for a year and a half
now, but hopes to go back to
Kenya to visit his sorely missed
family in December.
InthemeantimeKipc hoge
has found a parent in Cami
Wells.
"She takes care of me.
She is so nice. She is really
more than a parent to me,"
said Kipchoge.
"Eddie is a very happv person," Wells said. "He isalways
ready to go at practice, he's
great with the team, and he's
just all around pleasant person to be around."
When he's not winning
races, Kipchoge enjoys relaxing in his apartment and listening to music, mostly gospel and rap (Mike Jones is
his favorite) and of course
that favorite college pastime,
sleeping.
Despite two practices a day and many miles
between them, Kipchoge
finds time for more running. He finds solace in
going out to run for about
an hour, around 10 miles at
Kipchoge's swift pace.
T just feel relaxed,"
Kipchoge said. "It is fun to
go running. Sometimes I
jusi wanl to take off and run

WWWBGNEWSCOM

more.
Always wondering if there
is someone on his shoulder
ready to make the pass is what
keeps Kipchoge always on his
feet, running moreand more.
I le even listens to the crowd,
not for cheers, but for clues
as to whtre the competition
is When I'm winning a race
I don't feel safe. I'm always
scared someone is going to
pass me and beat me. Hut I
like running in front because
it motivates me to run fast,"
he said. "You're not safe until
you cross the finish line."
After Bowling Green.
Kipchoge wants to get his
master's degree and hopes to
tryoutfortheOlympic Games.
Kipchoge, who most looks up
to Kenyan runners Sammy
Kipketer and 3000 meter steeple chase world record holder
Shephen Cherono, knows it
will be difficult as Kenya has
arguably the most competitive distance running squad
in the world, but he feels It's
something he must try to do.
Along with dreams of
running in the Olympics,
Kipchoge wants to help
make people aware about
environmental problems in
the world.
"I want to save the planet
Us really messy and I think
people need to be taught."
said Kipchoge.
Kipchoge and the I,ikons
have this weekend off then
they travel to Buffalo, XV
for (he MAC meet in which
Kipchoge is being touted as a
very possible champion.

From Page 7
and Saturday he made his Hist
two career intercept ions.
"It gave a little momentum
swing, lite first one they got
it down to score. The last one
was big because it ended the

THEBGNEWS SUDOKU
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SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Custom imprinted wearables

name." White said "They were
chiving downfield, and if they
would have scored they would
have won."
BG is hoping to stay alive
in the race for the MAG East
Division. Kent Slate has the
week off and BG can equal their
win total this week to gain a
half game.

FALCONS
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Michael Gould, shakuhachi
Iwasaki Chieko, koto
Performing Traditional and Modern Works
Monday. October 23 at 7 p.m.
Community Room 202B
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Free and Open to the Public
Sponsored by the Department of Music otogyiCompontiorv Theory at the College o'
Musical Am. Ethnic Cultural Am Program (ECAPt and the Asian Studies Program at BGSU
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LEASING BEGINS OCT. 24™

Last Day for
Senior Portraits!!
Call 372-8086 to schedule an appointment, though
Walk-ins Are Welcome

£tee
•„r Portraits
_

oiacVc Swat"?

Appropriate Dress Required!
Your photo will automatically be included in the 2007 Key YEARBOOK senior section
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Noes bookkeeper
put on the stand
By John St«war
The Associated Press

TOLEDO, Ohio — A coin dealer
who manageda$50million state
investment occasionally dipped
into the money when times were
tough at his business, his former
bookkeeper testified yesterday.
Tom Noe, 52, is accused of
stealing from the fund and putting the money into his coin
shop and spending it on an
extravagant lifestyle. His attorneys say the deal with the state
allowed him to use the money
however he wanted, including
to pay off debts.
Democrats in Ohio say Noe
was picked to manage the fund
because he was a star fundraiser
for the Republican Party. The
investment scandal has embarrassed the GOP and could help
Democrats win the governor's
office in next month's election
for the first time since 1990.
Noe, whose business sold rare
coins and other collectibles, and
his partner occasionally asked
bookkeeper Jcannie Beck to take
money from the state investment "to make up the negative,"
she said.
She would record the money
transfer as a purchase, she said.
Noe and Timothy laPointe, who
managed the business, would
tell her the money was a loan to
the store, but it was never documented that way. Beck said.
She also testified that some
checks from the coin fund were
written out directly to Noe.
The manager of retail sales
at Noe's coin shop, Priscilla
Livingstone, said the store
didn't make much money, but
she added that Noe had other
sources of income, including
from coin appraisals and other
investments.
Noe has pleaded not guilty to
charges of theft, money laundering, forgery and corrupt activity.
He faces up to 10 years in prison
on the corrupt activity charge.
Noe's former personal assistant testified Tuesday that Noe
treated the money from the state
like it was from his own ATM.
The state's Bureau of Workers'
Compensation gave Noe S25
million to invest in rare coins
in 1998. followed by another $25
million in 2001.
Livingstone testified that
Noe's store seemed to have a lot
more money and inventory after
the coin fund started. She said
she received a $10,000 Christmas
bonus in 2004 — nearly 10 times
bigger than any other bonus.
Under questioning by Noe's

lawyer,
Livingstone
said
LaPointe had control over the
computerized inventory of the
coin fund and that he would tell
her which coins belonged to the
store and which ones were the
state's property.
Keith Elliott, the bureau's
internal auditor who was one
of first people to raise concerns
about the coin investment, testified that allowing Noe to have
complete control over the fund
"definitely increased the risk."
I le also said when he reviewed
the fund's records there were
none documenting the loans
Noe had made to his business
and himself. Elliott said the
transactions should have been
recorded.
Alter looking through the
records in 2000, Elliott told his
boss that the state should end
its investment in rare coins. He
was told he was overstepping his
authority.
It wasn't until April 2005 that
the state began invest igat i rig t he
fund.
Howard Hudson, a former
investigator with the State
Highway Patrol, testified that
when agents searched through
Noe's coin shop in May 2005
they found coins and collectibles but no records of the coin
fund.
Piling cabinets that held those
documents had been cleaned
out, I ludson said.
He later learned the records
were taken to the offices of
Noe's attorneys, Hudson said.
Noe's attorneys handed over t he
records to investigators about
two weeks later. Hudson said.
DefenseattorneylohnMitchell
Indicated the lav/firm wanted to
get a look at the records first
and that they cooperated with
investigators when they asked to
take a look.
Hudson said he had no wa] ol
knowing if anything was taken
out of those records.
Investigations into the coin
investments already have led to
separate ethics charges against
Gov. Bob T'aft. who pleaded
no contest last year to failing
to report golf outings and other
gifts.
Noe, in a separate case,
pleaded guilty earlier this year
to funneling S45.O0O to Bush's
re-election campaign and was
sentenced last month to two
years and three months in federal prison, lie won't begin that
sentence until after the state
charges are resolved.
The trial is expected to last at
least six weeks, through Election
Day on Nov. 7.

Your Something Special $29.95
That someone special in your life will treasure trtrs unique wood K» thats Mlefl
wrth a pretty wild Rower arrangement and features a hear) on the front of the DoFalling For You $24.95
We've tucked a bright fall arrangement of gerbera daisies in thts
fan pumpkin basket - A fun touch of the season
It's Not Just Puppy Love $16.95
This adorable stuffed puppy is holding on tight to a vase fled
with daisies and a beautiful colored rose

frith (lowers - boH^acti - balloons - plants
staffc* Aftiiuls - c«»4l«i fc mere
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Airstrikes kill Afghan villagers
By Kathy Gannon
The Associated Pfess

ASHCH.IK). Afghanistan —
Airstrikes by NATO helicopters
hunting Taliban fighters ripped
through three dried mud
homes insouthern Afghanistan
as villagers slept early yestei
day. At least nine civilians were
killed, including women and
children, said residents and the
provincial governor.
Shellshocked, angry villagersin Ashogho condemned the
attack, which set back NATO's
hopes of winning local support
for their tough counterinsurgency campaign. I he airstrikes
came at about the same time
a rocket struck a house In a

village to the west, reportedly
killing 13 people,
"I am not Taliban! We are not
Taliban!" Gulab shah shouted
by the rubble of the ruined
houses in Ashogho.
Kandahar provincial Gov.
Asadullah Khalid said it
appeared that no Taliban fighters were in the ullage at the
time ol the airstrikes. which
Ictt giant pieces of mud packed
With straw scattered along
Ashogho's narrow lane.
Ilihi l-arida, a 6-year-old
whose red hair was matted with dirt, fidgeted and
bit down on her scarf as she
remembered the assault Her
voice was barely a whisper. "I
cried, I just cried."
The 2 a.m. raid in the Zhaii

district of Kandahar province
was oiiK half a mile from the
scene c>f September's Operation
Medusa, one of the most ferocious battles between Western
forces and insurgents since the
ouster of the Taliban regime
in 2001.
NATO's
International
Security Assistance lone said
in a statement that yesterday's
operation in Kandahar was
believed to have caused several
civilian casualties. The alliance
said the operation was meant i<>
detain people involved in roadside Ixinib attacks in Panjwayl
district, which borders /hari.
N Mti said it regretted any
civilian casualties and that it
makes every effort to minimize
the risk of Collateral damage.

North Korea may test bomb again
By Ann* Gearan
The Associated Press

TOKYO - The United States
is willing to use its full military
might to defend lapan in light
of North Korea's nuclcii test,
Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice said yesterday as she
sought to assure Asian countries there is no need to jump
into a nuclear arms rai'e.
At her side, Kite's lapanese
counterpart chew a firm line
against his nation developing a
nuclear bomb.
The top U.S. diplomat said
she reaffirmed President Bush's
pledge, made hours after North
Koreas i tot.9underground test
blast, "that the United Males

has the will and the capability
to meet the lull range — and I
underscore the full range — of
its deterrent and security commitments to lapan."
Rice spoke following disc us
sions with lapanese foreign
Minister laid \so, the first
slop on her crisis mission to
respond to the threat posed by
the North.
Signs continued yesterday
that North Korea might be
reaching lor a second nuclear
icsi mat could be carried out as
soon a- this week, while like is
111 \sl.i

I here were reports North
Koreahaclioldt Tiinailuasready
to conduct up to three more
nuclear tests. But at the State
Department in Washington,

spokesman loin Case) -aid,
"We certainly liawuT received
any information from them,
from the Chinese, that they've
been told by Pyongyang that
another test is imminent."
us. government officials.
who spoke on ecu id it ion of anonymity because of the sensi
tive situation, said there wasn't
evidence to suggest another
nuclear test in North Korea was
hours or even days away.
But given the underground
nature of the testing, officials

said, ii could happen with little
or no warning. Analysts have
been monitoring the mow
nient of trucks and VII' buses
around test sites as well as military communications, media
activity and official travel

NATION

BRIEFS

U.S. October death toll
in Iraq hits 70
BAGHDAD (AP) - Eleven more US
troops were slain m combat, the military
said yesterday, putting October on track
to be the deadliest month for U.S. forces
since the siege of Fallujah nearly two
years ago The military says the sharp
increase m U.S. casualties - 70 so far
this month - is tied to Ramadan and a
, rackdown that has left American
forces more vulnerable to attack in
Baghdad and its suburbs Muslim tenets
hold that fighting a foreign occupation
force during Islam's holy month puts a
believer especially dose to God

Eight soldiers to be
court-martialed
EVANSVILLE.IndfAP)-Eight
soldiers from the 101st Airborne Division
were ordered yesterday to be court-martialed on murder charges stemming from
their service in Iraq, and two could get
the death penalty for allegedly raping a
14-year-old and killing her and her family
The Fon Campbell soldiers facing the
death penalty are Sgt Paul E Cortez and
Pfc Jesse V Spielman Both are accused
of raping Abeer Gassim al-Janabi in her
family s home in Mahmoudrya. about 20
miles south of Baghdad, then killing the
girl, her parents and younger sister

Rumsfeld: Terror threat
not exaggerated
WASHINGTON (AP) - Amencans
must take a lesson from history and not
believe the terrorist threat has been
exaggerated or will go away. Defense
Secretary Donald H Rumsfeld said yesterday. He described a new. more ruthless
and lethal terrorist enemy, "with no territory to defend, no treaties to honor, that
measures progress in terms of decades,
not days."
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Police: Wooster mother
left newborn girl at
hospital

STATE
BRIEFS
Students design
massive veterans'
memorial
GAHANNA(AP) -The death of a
recent graduate and the homecoming, of
a hard-hit Manne unit inspired students
to design a massive veterans memorial
at their high school to honor former students who have died in U.S. wars

Absentee ballots
included request for
insufficient postage

WOOSTER (AP) - A healthy new-

HAMILTON (AP) - A county board

born gul was led at the local hospital,

ol elections mailed 5.250 absentee bal-

apparently abandoned by her moihei

lots that misinformed voters of the post-

under the state's safe haven law.

age needed to return completed ballots

police said.

for the Nov. 7 election.

The full-tetm infant, only a couple of

Oct 10. included an insert lhat said they

Tuesday shortly after 8 a m. al ihe reg-

should be letumed to the Butlei County

istration desk of Wooster Community

Board of Elections with a 63-cent stamp.

Hospital, said police Li John

The correct postage is 87 cents.

The baby had to have her umbilical

The Daily Crossword Fix

Some ballots were returned to

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Put to shame
Yo-Yo Ma's instrument
Present but not obvious
Predatory insect
Road-sign abbr.
Offed
Stress
Offshoot
DC. honcho
Bounders
Wight or Skye
Fortuneteller

Latin being
Architect Saannen
Spanish rivers
Edit out
Verdi heroine
Highlands' refusal
Just out

in the pfoject. from researching the lives

1o drop off children 72 hours old or

Hamilton Post Office, said Betty McGary.

of fallen soldiers and raising money to

younger at a safe haven, including a hos-

deputy director of the elections board

13
18
22
25
27
29
30

designing the memorial itself

pital, fire department or police station,

The board reached an agreement

31
32

without criminal chaiges as long as the

with the post office to pay the differ-

33

child has not be abused or neglected.

ence for abseniee ballots with insuf-

Construction has begun on the
memorial in front of Gahanna Lincoln
High School in this Columbus subuib
More than 100 students have taken part

A dedication ceremony is planned for
Nov. 1 with a keynote speech by Brig
Gen. Jeffrey Home, a 1976 graduate who

cord clamped at the emergency room but

absentee voters for insufficient postage

was otherwise healthy. Quicci said.

County post offices now will be instruct-

A 2001 Ohio law allows birth parents

There are similar laws across the
nation, meant to reduce the cases of

is making the trip from Iraq

and other places where they are at risk

age. McGaiy said
The elections board has received more

Services interim executive director, said a

lots, double the total of ihe last general

juvenile court will have lo have hearings

election that included the governor's race.

to determine custody for the child

McGary said
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• Private entrance

Services Offered

• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome'
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Puncture starter?
Pas' mates
Cut off or remove
"Gentle
"
Every bit
Folds
Pasta preference
Start of Erin Majors quote
Winter hazard
Small songbird
Desiccated
Dreadful
Royal Peruvian
Part 2 of quote
Small, low island
Heading for Vegas9
Tractor man
Property recipient
Enticed
Totaled
Alain's affirmative
UFO crew

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

&Mife /2 423-414
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7 10940
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7:10945

Management Inc.

EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTHiPG-111700 9 30

Running Spatial*

TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE: THE
BEGINNING,R:
730 9 35

Call 353.5800

THE DEPARTED |H|

7 001000

THE0UAR0IANIPG-I3

7001000

2006/2007
Visit Online
sAnArw.meccab9.c0m

SCH001 FOR SCOUNDRElSiPO-IJl700 9 30
OPENSEASONiPGi
JACKASS NUMBER TWO IRI
GRIDIRON GANG IPG-13I
LOVE'S ABIDING JOYiPGl

730935

Management Inc.
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CROSSOVER lPC-13,
7 209 30
STEPUPlPC-131
7 00920
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BOBBY (PG-I3I
7009:20
MONSTER HOUSEIPOI
710910
LITTLE MAN (PC-131
7 25 930
CLICK (PO-I3I
7 00910

OUTBACK
STEAKHOUSE"

Is Now Hiring:
Cooks, Servers 5
Hosts/Hostesses
V Top wages
\l Flexible Hours
>J Paid Vacations
V Health/Dental
Insurance
V Employee Stock
Option Plan
are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for you!
Apply in poison
Mon. - Fri. 2-4
401 W. Dussel Road
Maumee. OH 43537
(Just a lew minutes from BG!
Take 1-475W to Dussel-turn right.)

Management inc.
I nidi,i\ Pike Apis.
lll/llHnullas Pk

Management Inc.
Kvergreen Apts.
215 E, PoeRd
Large I or 2 bedroom
Opening in Oct.
BCiSU Bus route/15 nun.
walk to campus
Laundry on site
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Hun: Ham - 9pm Monday- Saturday
Delivery llam-9pm Monday - Saturday

1 roommate needed. Campbell Hill
Twnhse. Sublease now until May
$325 mo. 260-241-1534

For Sale

For Rent

ANDY'S HOT DOG
$25,000 - Serious Offers Only
419-241-7488

2 bdrm apt on 4th Streel $490 a
monlh . util 419-409-1110 or 419352-4456

Campus Events

2 bdrm apl subls Jan 07-May.
Near camp $295 mo & util 419279-0701.

Igloo needs 1 or 2 rmtes. I rmte;
$320. 2 rmtes. $266 plus ulililies
Call 419-206-0050

BLACK SWAMP PUB
THINK YOU'RE FUNNY?

Need 1 Roommate: one female
needed to till lease al Enclave Apts
Lease runs until 8-1-07 - $350 mo
Call Mike 440-47B-7500,

FUN FOOD THURSDAYS
Featuring Naked Wings

Subleaser wanted 1 bedroom.
furnished. $290 mo & utilities
Block olf campus 419-343-8261

COMMONS BUFFET

Help Wanted

Travel with STS to this year s top 10
Spring Break destinations! Best
deals guaranteed' Highest rep commissions Visit www ststravel com or
call 1 -800 648-4849 Great group
discounts.

Comics needed lor BGSU s
LAST COMIC STANDING!
Sign up @ the Union's
Inlo Center by Oct 25
Questions? 419-372-9009

Earn $800-$3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarKey.com

OPENING IN
PSRRYSBURG!

Fditor Positions Available 58 hr.
Our Perryiburg trm has pan time in
house positions available You will
proofread and edit shop reports that
myslery shoppers submit online
Complete Iraining provided Computer experience and grammar skills
required Hours and days are flexible. Mon - Sun 9am-5pm Interest
ed candidates please bring a resume and apply in person at Intellishop - 801 W South Boundary
43451 Please reter to www.intellishop com for company inlo

Now hiring ill positions

Including managers!
Open interviews
9am-12pm 6 3pm-5pm

Kidz Watch now lining care givers
lor days. eves., weekends. Fun atmosphere. Ilex scheduling, exp with
children preferred Send resume or
apply in person to Kidz Watch. 580
Craig Dr «2 Perrysburg OH 43551

At the Maumee location

425 W. Dussel Dr. Maumee
-1198939464

2 bdrm lurnished apl w gas tireplace Located next to water tower
on Manville Ave 352-5239

Dinner: 4:30 - 7

3 bdrm house. 1 block Irom shuttle.
Garage. A(C. W'D hookup NO
PETS $750* util 419-353 8208

Travel

'BARTENDING1 up to $300 day No
exp necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 exl. 174

Portage Oh
I.AK(ii:3&:2fxlrmApls
Oarage for I vehicle
Stating al $475/mo
+ utilities
Moments from BG

69 Argues in an orderly way

Wanted

LASAGNA & SPAGHETTI
ARE BACK"

Oct. 16th and Oct. 23rd

/CfEfcCA

3

OHN

Personals

2 bdrms / 3 bdrm Twnh

HCiSl Bus Shuttle

V NBS

.
' )

PASTA & SUBS

Hillsdale Apts.
1082 Fain k-u Ave

Dishwasher
(larbage Disposal
A i r Condit ion/Washer/
Dryer in 2/3 bdrm.
Carports

.1

0

•delivery available-

7 30935
71510 00
7 30940

67 Marshland
68 Of the ear. pref.

1432 E. Wooiter, BG

Hall Oil Food
5pm ■ 6pm

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales

ANSWERS

66 Mesabi Range output

(419) 352-4663

EVERY THURSDAY
FIRST HOUR AT THE PUB

\\\ STADH'M SIVIINC.

Part 3 of quote
Organic compound
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Goggle at
Be intrinsic
Hangman's knots
Wading birds
QED part
Seed coat
Prohibit, legally
Baby boomers, e.g.
55 Type of ram or test
Man from Manchester 56 Cut back
Elitist
Cravings
Astronomer Sagan
Buchanan or Ferber
Fly in the lace of
Ja:
Grouped merchanOrdinal ending
dise
Jol down
Holy smokes!
Smallest team
Actress Hayworth

Sanderson Stables
A Professional Equestrian Facility
& Riding Academy
Lessons. Web Based Distance
Learning. Training. Workbooks.
& Educ Activities Since 1982
419-655-2253
www sandersonstables com

CAMPUS POLLYEYES

{fait/wee \f /nemo)

40
41
42

ACROSS

than 10.000 requests for abseniee bal-

r—

►

39

Absentee ballots mailed to voters Oct
II and later requested the proper post-

Robin Tioyer. Wayne County Children

Catering

34
35

ficient postage.

newboms being abandoned in tiash bins
of dying.

Holiday

ed to send all absentee ballots to the

s

»»»»

brought to you by

The ballots, postmarked Oct 9 and

hours old. was dropped olf by a woman

QUICG

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Copper Beech Town Homes Single
unit apl looking for 1 sublsr ASAP
or looking lor Spr Sem Fully turn
spacious kit., brand new appliances.
W D. A'C. central heat, breakfast
bar. hi-spd cable & internel incld. in
rent $650 mo 216-538-0061
dansolo@bgsu.edu

YOUR WOK. YOUR WAY
MAMA MARGIES
PIZZA DELIVERY TO
KREISCHER. HARSHMAN
& CONKLIN
Friday & Saturday
7.30pm t 30am
372-9329

Wok to Order®
Kreischer Sundial &
Founders Foodcourt
Monday Friday

For Rent
entw
2 bdrm apl. lor rerft
w. balcony.
1000 sq It $630 a month w gas &
cable Iree Call 419-318-4798.
" Lg. 1 bedrm. apt., also rooms
Avail. Now S or 1st ol year . 2
bdrm 1,1 07 07-08 SYS all listings 24 7@ cartyrenlals.com or call

3530325
07 - 08 School Year.
Lislings available cartyrenlals com
or 316 E. Merry #3

Roommates Needed
S300
419-353-5100
Simply styling our 1 bdrm apts
have lots of style for a price thai is
simply perlect! Special pricing avail.
hurry in. this is a limited time offer
Charing Cross 419 352 0590
Spring Subleaser Needed A lurnished 1 bedroom apt on E Reed
Pay eleclric only 440-554-3903

Coming
to Findlay!
Located at the Woodland Mali - N. Main St.

At Max & I nii.i's. we know that by creating
a great place to work, we are creating
a great place for our guests. We are truly
passionate about people.

354-0558

CINEMA 5
Schedule Good for Fri 10r6-Thurs 10/12

Servers • Bartenders •Cooks
Host/ess • Dishwashers

|CrudS* }. in* IPG-U) (1 OSiPU 4 0OPM
35PM |'0 05|PM
raiai Chalnaaw: Tha Batjinntng (R| (1 20iPM
5PM ? 15PM |t000|PM
|Hartna.Tha|PG-13) (lOOlPM 405PM 7 00PM
'015)PM
lOapartad. Tha(R) (12 45>PM 3 50PM 6 55PM.

Apply in person

Open Saaaon (PQ) |1 15|PM 4 10PM 710PM.
9 45«>M

Now Hiring

10 10|PM

Mon - Fri 9a - 7p at the
NEW Max & Erma's location in
front of Wal-Mart on Trenton Ave.

max ® trma's

Thursdays Movies Only
* w/ Student ID

Foi directions and to download an application
please visit www.maxandermas.com

QUESTION OF THE DAY: WHAT'S THE CLOSEST YOU'VE COME TO BURNING DOWN YOUR ROOM. APT, OR HOUSE?

r
"1 left my straightner on all night."

. 1
A'

SUSIE aVCOOUGUl

"I put a wet towel
on my lamp to set
the mood "

J

Cuds* J. Th*(M.1}> 400PM r-OiPM 10OSPM
Marine Th« (PO-1S) 4 10PM 7 00PM 10 10 PM
Op»n 3*MO>> (POJ 4 20PM 715PM 945 PM
"iiCh.in.1. Th» Begmntng(ft)4 15PM. i*20PM
1000 PM
Th« Otpartad (R| J 50PM 6 55PM. 10 10 PM

for answers to these questions and more
read the BG News everyday and attend the
Off Campus Housing Fair. Wed. Oct. 25
in the Bowen Thompson Student Union
Multi-purpose Room.
For a list of things to consider when searching7
for a place to live, go to our lop ten lists online
at www.bgsu edu/offices/sa/offcampuscom

wmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmtm

.noWWSallSurior*, tinea«(| SnowTm
Fn Sal Son only
|-Mual M 17 to ptsrneM acnett or be ataampamad by
parent or •»* guerOan
SaijrMpbiShol»Tnwa*rWaiWiV^awiwV.Qrni

cinemark.com

STATE

10
Absentee ballots
included request for
insufficient postage

Police: Wooster mother
left newborn girl at
hospital

STATE
BRIEFS
Students design
massive veterans'
memorial
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Catering

12 3 Bedroom Apartment*

The BG News
Clflilified Adi • 419-177-6977
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Comics needed lor BGSU s
LAST COMIC STANDING!
Sign up @ the Union s
Inlo Center DyOct 25
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Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
NIL( 'ontfiiiori Washer/
Dryei in - ; bdrm.
Carports
Utist Uus Shuttle
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OUTBACK
STtAKHOUSE

Is Now Hiring:
Cooks, Servers 5
Hosts/Hostesses
v Top wages
\/ Flexible Hours
v Paid Vacations
V Health/Dental
Insurance
v Employee Slock
Option Plan
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inc.

Findlai Pike Apis.
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are just a tew of the great
benefits waiting for you!

Now hiring all positions
Including managers!
Open intcn iews
Oct. 16th and Oct. 23rd
9am 12pm 6 3pm ?pm
At the Maumee location
125 W Dussel Dr. Maumee
419-893-9464

ll

Need i Roommate one lemale
needed to Ml lease at Enclave Apts
Lease runs until 8-1-07 $350 mo

FUN FOOD THURSDAYS
; Naked Wmqs
Din;.-.-
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COMMONS B

Subleaser warned 1 bedroom,
lurnisned S290 r><
Block oil can ,
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Help Wanted

.vith STS lo this year s top 10

.
'BARTENDING up to S300 day No
exp necessary Training provided
Can a
•■ 174

.
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....

Editor Positions Available S8hr.
Our Perysburg ttrm has pan time in
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proofread and edit shop reports that
mystery shoppers submit online
Complete training provided Com
•penenceandgramn
required Hours and days are flex*
ble Mon
Sun 9am 5pm Interest
ed candidates please bring a reerson at Intelli
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801 w South Boundary
43451 Plea<f
■■■■ mielli-
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Kid*r Watch now hiring care givers
lor days, eves weekends Fun at
mosphere flex scheduling exp with
children preferred Send resume or
apply in person lo Kidz Watch 580
Craig Dr »2 Perrysburg OH 43551
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discounts

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarKey.com
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QUESTION OF THE DAY: WHAT'S THE CLOSEST YOU'VE COME TO BURNING DOWN YOUR ROOM. APT. OR HOUSE?

colfee maker on
and candles lit"

2 bdrn
on Manvilie Ave 352 5239

For directions and to download an application,
please visit www.maxandermas.com

"Happens everyday
i always leave the

07 May
ml 419

4

TneOepjilrdlR.

(Jusl a lew minutes Irom BG'
Take t-475W to Dussel-turn tight)

■

2790701

J

max ® £rma g

Maumee, OH 43537

2 txt"

Campus Events

f

Mon In. 2-4
401 W. Dussel Road

ANDY S HOT DOG
S25.000 - Senous Otic
•' 7488

Igloo needs 1 or 2 rmtes. 1 rmte.
S320. 2 rmtes. S266 plus utilities
Call 419-206 0050

Mon In 9a 7p at the
NEW Max & I ini.i's location in
front nl Wil Man on I union Ave.

Appl) in person

Saturday
Saturday

For Rent

For Sale

1 roommate needed Campbell Hill
Twnhse Sublease now unt.i M .
S325mo 260-241 1534.

BLACK SWAMP PUB
THINK YOU'RE FUNNY?

EMPLOYfE0FTHIM0NIH.pl, ■

Hours: Ham 9pm Monday
Delivery Ham 9pm Monday

Wanted
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Wooiler. BG

delivery available

Ms
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AHE BACK"
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i

■
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419-353-7715 t=J
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Sanderson Stables
A Professional Equestrian Facility
& Biding Academy
Lessons. Web Based Distance
Learning Training. Workbooks
& Educ Activitw
419 6552253
www sandersonstabies.com
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For answers to these questions and more
read the BG News everyday and attend the
Off Campus Housing Fair. Wed. Oct. 25
in the Bowen Thompson Student Union
Multi-purpose Room.
for a list of things to consider when searchmi
for a place to live, go lo our top ten lists onlm
a; www.hgsu edu/offlces/sa/of fcampus.com
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CHELCI HOWARD
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Welcome to the first edition of The
Gavel for the 2006-2007 school
year. It took us long enough, huh?
So much has gone on in Greek
life already this semester. The new
recruitment tactics launched by
I'anhellenic and IFC proved to be
a success and NPHC and GIB have
had some really successful events
and have more wonderful plans in
store for the upcoming months.
A
hearty
congratulations

goes out to everyone, Greek or
independent, who comitted a lot
of time to make Homecoming the
success that it was. So many alumni
came hack to visit this campus and
were lather Impressed with the
strides the campus has made since
their term at the University.
Also a big congratulations
goes out to Delta chi brother
Tommy Balicky for being chosen
.is the Homecoming King. Way to
represent!
I hope all of you got a chain c to
reconnect with your alumni and
took advantage of the amazing
opportunity that provided. Nothing
creates a better sense of pride
in your University than hearing
someone boast at the marvelous
things that we arc doing here.
However, good things often
go unrewarded and dirty laundry
is aired for the campus to see.

Recently, a few members of the
Greek community were under fire
as allegations Hew of a- friendly
rivalry that went sour rather
quickly.
As an unbiased advocate

for Greek growth and unity,
we encourage to put your best
foot forward at all times, as you
represent every Greek member on
this campus. Make them proud.
As midterms slowly wrap up
and ever present BG flu continues
to take many victims and improve
Kleenex's stocks, Remember to be
constantly cognizant of how lucky
Ibis opportunity has been.
Look for ways to give back to
the community, whether it be
by participating in each other's
philanthropy events, volunteering
or taking a new member under
you wing, strive to share the
information that would greatly
benefit others.
Keep yourself well and practice
those time management skills; we
are halfway though the semester!
1.00k forward to reading more
in November! Good luck towards
ongoing recruitment endeavors
and to educating new members
to make them strong chapter
members!
In Greek Unity,
Chelci

HAVE A PASSION FOR GREEK LIFE?
THE GAVEL IS A MONTHLY
CAMPUS PUBLICATION WITH COVERAGE
FOCUSED ISSUES, EVENTS AND PEOPLE OF
SPECIFIC INTEREST AND CONCERN TO THE
SOCIAL FRATERNITY AND SORORITY SYSTEM AT
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
CONTACT THE GAVEL BY EMAIL AT BGGAVEL@HOTMAIL.COM
OR PICK UP AN APPLICATION IN WEST HAH 202!

WRITE FOR THE GAVEL!
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PHA CHI OMEGA HONORED BY NATIONALS
ASHLEY HOWARD
AXQ PRESIDENT

FeclingsofnervoiLsness.aaxioiisness,
and excitement filled me during
the drive to Chicago, 111. for the
54th Alpha Chi Omega National
Convention.
Kiin Keller, our advisor, and
I discussed .ill sorts of issues
throughout thefourhour car ride with
the National Council Trophy Award
being at the top of our priorities.
How would winning this award affect
ourchapter? I low would oar sisters
hum other chapters read to us and
our doings? What would it really
be like to say Beta Phi was the best
chapter in the country?
'Ilicse were few questions that
lingered in our minds.
After arriving at the world
renowned Hilton Towers located
right on Michigan Avenue, we were
completely blown away by the beauty
of our surroundings,

Also, being with over wxx) of my
Alpha Chi Omega Sisters to renew our
bond of sisterhood was incredible.
• As we all entered the banal
chapter nx>m, dressed completely in
white for our first meeting, I l<x>kcd
around the rtx>tn and found myself
in awe over how many women I truly
was connected to.
I knew right thenand there thenexl
four days were going to be something
to remember.
As the davs rolled on, I found
myself reading into every little thing
that happened borne, when Jennifer
Diederich, National We President,
winked at me in the elevator, I
wondered if she winked at me
because we won or just to lx' nice?
And when our National President
Donna Smith Chereck, sought out
to meet me on day three, I was
overwhelmed with thoughts ^.id
ideas. The wonderful women at
headquarters kept us on the edge

of our seats all weekend because
the winner of the National Council
Trophy Award was not being
announced until the final night at the
"Razzle Dazzle" banquet.
Dressed in our cocktail dresses,
myself along with three of my Beta
Phi sisters and our advisor, who is
also a Bcla Phi, we made our way to
this extravagant event.
Chereck went up to the
microphone and announced the
runner-ups. When it got down
to the final two chapters, we were
literally shaking from the intense
nervousness we felt. "And the
winner of the 2006 National Council
Trophy Award goes to...(drumroll)...Beta Phi Chapter at Bowling
Green State University.''
Those are the words I will never
forget; although I do not remember
much more in that moment became
instantly tears of joy and triumph
came over me and I just felt a blur

AWARDING EXCELLENCE:

around me.
As Jen Patterson (past Beta Phi
President) and 1 went up on stage
in receive this award, I l(x>kcd out
into the crowd and saw a standing
(nation from about 1,000 women,
clapping and cheering, rejoicing in
our unbelievable moment.

By living our daily lives through
the values that we hold so dearly,
we as Beta Phi sisters <>i Alpha Chi
t hnega can achieve great things
through patience, understanding and
determination. Not only that, but
now we truly believe that anything i|x>ssible.

^ZATE NIGHT WITH ALPHA PHI ALPHA
ROBIN E. BRANT
REPORTER

The evening of Sept 30 was perfect
for being out and about on campus,
especially since Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc., EpsilonTheta
Chapter had invited many to their
".lump -off late night event at the
Union Ballroom.
The steady stream of dressedup girls in their high heels and
dressed-down fellas in their attire
were greeted at the entrance
In the current president, Brent
Fuller.
As he nodded
and smiled them through, Campus
Police were taking measures to
ensure everyone would remain
safe throughout the evening. My
kind of party!
But it's not over, yall! The
Alphas have lined up "Jump-off
Part II" to be held on Saturday, Oct.
21,10:46 p.m.-2:o6 a.m., for all
those who'd like another one just
like the other one. Hollaaah!!!
And get set for the following

M eekend, when they will host a
Haunted House trip on Friday ,Oct.
ayTickets will soon lx'available lor
this seal") night venture, so Ik' on
the IcKik out because, ii you hadn't
noticed, the Alphas' events arc
popular and weD attended
Alpha week will beSOOfl to
follow and will include programs
on each day from Sunday, < let 29
to Saturday, Nov. 4.
"We would like everyone
to come out and support our
programs and events. It would lx'
greatly appreciated," Fuller said.
Besides fun events, the Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity is also serious
about academics.
If you are Uxiking for a study
group, then Alphademics is the for
you. The Alphas welcome you to
tiieir Wednesday night sessions at
the Math Science library at 9 p.m.
Members have been heard saying
'You can socialize before the study
perkxl or after the study period,
but we will study during the study

period."
And right between late night
at the ballroom and at the desk.
you can get ready for an evening
of entertainment and support a
worthy cause when Fuller and
his chapter sponsor their Annual
"Black and (*>ld Scholarship
Pageant," which will feature
talented young ladies from the
University.
"This grand event is in honor
of, our brother, Byron O. Freeman,
who has passed," Fuller said.
A portion of the evening's
proceeds will be designated for the
scholarship fund that was founded
and issues grants in his name.
The contestants will be judged
on the performance of a talent, a
question and answer segment, and
a businessscene display of skills.
What!? There's no swim-suit
competition? Nope. And nobody's
saying sorry for it, either. The
Alphas will take pride in honoring
and showcasing their sisters' many
other assets on this purposeful

, jccesslui .ate night even! mleO. "Jump OH.'
The Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity. Inc. has decided to do another event on Ocl 21
PARTYING ALPHA STYLE:

occasion.
Although there is much
money to Iw made with the lure
of presenting a parade of scantilyclothed ladies, and though it
would be for a worthy cause, this

writer gets the idea that all of that
contestants will feel like winners
when men like these show them
that kind of respect.
And maybe Brother Freeman
would have preferred it that way.
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^HERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT THE GREEN ONES
AFTER A YEAR OFF, KAPPA DELTA RECOLONIZES AND LOOKS NO WHERE BUT UP
THERESA SCOTT

REPORTER
Starting over can be a lot like
learning to walk in 4 inch
stilettos for the first time.
It takes a lot of patience, you
can't be afraid of falling and you
need a lot a lot of style to master
it.
The Kappa Deltas. howc\ei\
are back from a year long hiatus
and are doing line.
In the spring of 2005, the
Beta Mu chapter of Kappa Delta
decided to take a year's hiatus
due to a lull in membership.
The sisters of Kappa Delta
spent the year rebuilding
their chapter and working
closely with their national
headquarters.
Krin Small, vice president of
member education, explains the
year off was challenging.
"At times it was hard because
we weren't active, but after they
[Kappa Delta's headquarters]
came in and re-organized and
that was just so exciting and was

definitely worth the wait."
According to Small, the
chapter has grown a great deal
during the year's hiatus.
"I would say the year has
dcfinetly made us stronger,
the fact that Nationals were so
active in helping us from what
>ve have now and now we are on
our own for the first time in a
year and that's definetly pretty
exciting."
The year's worth of hard
work and planning paid off
in September for the sisters
of Kappa Delta as the women
added 18 new members to their
chapter.
Small could not hide her
excitement about the new

member class.
Shi' said she sees great
potential leaders in the new
sisters of Kappa Delta and
hopes all the new members will
contribute to the chapter and
help them to grow.
"I really hope for a lot of
them to run for positions in the
November elections so that we

GREEN, WHITE AND PROUD: After a yearlong break and a'> open reorganization Kappa Delta emerged stronger than
ever, coming out with 30-35 members and then adding an additional 18 during recruitment this fall. Kappa Delta credits their
successes to their National Council, the ladies ol Panhellenic Council. Greek Affairs and to the Greek communily for support

can get some great new faces
and new prospectives in the
chapter."
When asked about the

EVERYBODY QO KDI: Classy Kappa Delta's pose in pearls during Ihe third round of recruitment known as preference rounds,
in which most chapters opt to wear black cocktail dresses The tradition was reportedly started by a souihern chapter

support of the Greek community
Small was upbeat.
"They have been amazing...
my friends in other chapters are
always asking me at least once
a week, 'How's Kappa Delta
doing?' so it's great."
She also wanted to extend
her thanks to the entire Greek
community.
"I just want to thank the
whole Greek community
because they've been SO great."
she said. " I don't think we'd
have done as well without
them."
Small says that she hopes to
come back as alumna of Kappa
Delta to see a strong chapter on
campus. She seems confident
that in five years, if the chapter
continues to grow the way it has
this fall, Kappa Delta will be a
strong and influential chapter
on campus.
On behalf of the Greek
community and the Gavel, I
would just like to extend an
official welcome back to the

sisters of Kappa Delta.
I know these women will
be an amazing addition to the
Greek community here at the
University.
We all know that starting
over is hard, but the Kappa
Deltas proved this fall that
it can be as easy with a little
confidence and a lot of style.

FAMOUS KAPPA DII IAS
Do you recognize any of these
ladies who wore Ihe diamond
pin? Test your knowledge

Below!
♦ EOen Albcrtini Dow ( The
Rappin' Granny from the
"Wedding Singer)
▼ Ali Landry (Miss America
1996 and the "Doritos Girl"
♦ Georgia O'Keefe
(Renowned artist)
♦Suzzy Spafford (Creator of
Suzzy's Zoo products)
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UND OFF WITH JOSH BENNER
JOSH BENNER GIVES YOU TIPS ON HOW TO HAVE SUCCESSFUL ALUMNI RELATIONS, IN HIS OWN WAY OF COURSE!

JOSH BENNER
COLUMNIST

It never ceases to amaze me
when I talk to the alumni in my
fraternity, and I hear the stories
of what campus was like when
they went to Bowling Green.
It was a completely different
world back then.
The Phi Delts from the 1950s,
for instance, have told me
back when they went to BG,
they weren"t allowed to have a
woman ride with them in their
car unless they were married.
Apparently that was the era
when the Taliban were running
the University.
Mouses didn't have house
directors, they had house
mothers, and they ran things
with an iron fist. You had to
have your bed made before
noon, and heaven forbid you
ever curse in front of her.
There are the composites.
It always strikes me, how
fraternity composites change by
era.
In the 1950s, you see all of the
members clean shaven, with
the same flat top hair style.
Into the 1960s, there still all
very clean cut looking. You get
into the Vietnam era, hair starts
to get longer.
Later in the 60s, suits start
to get more "rebellious." Then

you get to the mid 70s, and
it's just like a bunch of guys
standing around a keg with a
goat.
You ever talk to your alumni
from the 1970s? Talk to one
sometime, they will tell you
some of the craziest stuff you
have heard in your entire life.
They're like, "Oh yeah, and
then one time Joey head butted
the wall and cracked the dry
wall when he lost in the live
gold fish eating contest that we
held once a year."
And you think to yourself,
"Wow...I wish I had gone here
back then!"
In aD sincerity, it is always
inspiring to see them interact at
alumni events with people who
they went to school with, in
many cases, a few decades ago,
and that they have remained
close friends ever since,
To me, that's what Greek
life is all about. It's not about
partying, or finding business
contacts for a career, or any of
that other stuff. It's all about
the lifelong friendships and the
bonds that are formed.
I think some of us, when we
deaj with alumni can lose site
of the fact that they are our
brothers (or sisters).
The) are as much united with
us in the rituals and core values
of the organization as are our
current fellow undergraduates.

1 believe fraternities and
sororities that aren't where they
would like to be with alumni
relations shouldn't give up
»n them, which is a trap that
is easy to fall into. It's one of
the most important aspects of
maintaining a strong chapter.
At some point in the
history of your group on this
campus, someone probably
made some real boneheaded
decision (especially if you're
in a fraternity and it probably
happened in the 80s, just a
hunch), and it seems like all

of a sudden everyone is jaded
about your group.
In my experience, alumni are
usually forgiving about these
events however.
I believe most alumni look to
your chapter and they think of
it fondly as a valuable time in
their life, and are supportive of
the new generations of students
carrying on the traditions of the
fraternities and sororities, that
at their core, have inherently
good values.
If you have anything to do
with alumni in your chapter,
here are a few things that have
always worked for me.
If your chapter is behind in
this, pick up the torch, and start
trying to connect with alumni.
When your headquarters
tells you that a sign of a strong
chapter is alumni support,
they're serious.
1. Never ever ever ever
ask for money
2. Never never never
ever never ask for money,
alumni aren't stupid,
they know you want their

— 64
I believe most
alumni look to our
chapter and they
think of it fondly as
a valuable time in
their life, and are
supportive of the
new generations of
students carryin};
on the traditions
of fraternities and
soroities. that at
their core, have
inherently good
values.

.**

money, don't ask. It will
make the chapter look bad
if you do it.
If you get a couple of older
alumni involved in helping out
the chapter, they are going to
do a far better job than your
active chapter ever will anyway.
(I'm sorry, but it's true).
3. Get alumni involved
in alumni relations. They
will do a better job of drawing
people from their era into
events than the chapter will.

printing and mailing from
that thousand and the rest
of it goes to the chapter. Oh
it's a sweet gig. (visit www.
universitvpublishing.net)
6. Plan stuff far in
advance...simple concept.
Don't throw something together
at the last minute, no one will
come. These people have lives,
so tlie sooner something is
planned, the better.
7. Get everyone in
the chapter on hoard.

Why?
Because alumni don't come to
homecoming to see the actives,
they're coming to see the people
who they were undergrads with.
Sure, they like to see everyone,
but ultimately, it's a reunion for
them.
4. A lot of the time a
chapter will want to raise
money, but they don't
actually have a purpose for
why their raising it.
Alumni aren't going to give
money just for the sake of being
a nice person.
They are more likely to
contribute to a legitimate
purpose (e.g. you're trying to
start a scholarship program
to reward people who are
outstanding students, or people
who have a hard time affording
dues).
5. Do a newsletter. Maybe
you don't think you can afford
it. or that it's too much work?
Nut so. Across the country,
hundreds of chapters use
University Publishing.
Not only does it not cost you
anything, your chapter will
MAKE MONI'.Y from it.
They put out a mailing to
raise money to produce the
newsletter from alumni (that's
them asking for money not you,
and secondly it is for an actual
purpose, so it's ok).
Let's say they raise a
thousand dollars. All they
do is subtract that cost of

66
Alumni aren't goinj;
to give money for
the sake of being a
nice person. They
are more likely
to contribute to a
legitimate puprose.

J*
Make sure that they dress
appropriately when dealing
with alumni (old people get

picky).
In being my chapter's alumni
secretary, I can't tell you
how many times I've talked
to a brother and heard him

comment, "Yeah, 1 stopped by
the Phi Delt house, and no one
even came to say hi to me."
And I hear that, and of course,
I feel had about it. I'm like.
"I'm really sorry about that.
when did this happen.'
You're trying to think of who
Would have been in the house,
like "Oh I'm going to kill Sean
for that."
And then the alum is like, "It
was in 1984!"
The opinions above are those of
Josh Benner. They do not reflect
the opinions of The Gavel as a
whole.
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Y GO GREEK?
KEVIN STEVENS, A BROTHER OF LAMBDA CHI ALPHA, SHARES HIS STORY AS TO WHY HE CHOSE GREEK LIFE

CEVIN STEVENS
FC PUBLIC RELATIONS

'here is a very interesting
luestion that we in the Greek
ommunity commonly answer
0 those who wish to join our
irganizations, a question that
lefines almost four years of our
ducational careers, it's also 1
luestion thai many of us are so
lassionate about answering;
hat question is... "win 60
ireek?"
his is a question that I will be
rying lo answer throughout
he semester bj interviewing
hose in the Greek community,
lowever for the first article of
he series I would like to address
ny own views of why I went
ireek.
It all began around senior year
if high school. I used to come
ind hangout with some friends
if mine who were members of
'cia Theta Pi. 1 had a good time

going to social events, though
I was still never committed
to joining a fraternity for my
approaching college career.
Well, I ended up going to
community college instead of
lit; for a semester and then
enlisted in the United States Air
Force. I earned my Associates
Degree in Criminal Justice while
in the Air Force, but I really
wanted to go back to school to
get more of an education.
So I decided to appl) for a
transfer to the National Guard,
which was approved. I currently
still serve in the National Guard
and am based out of Toledo as
a military police officer. I then
applied and was accepted to
Bowling Green State University.
Many people do not know this
about me, lint I did not get into
BG when I lirst applied in high
school and Ibis was part of the
reason why I enlisted into the

military.

44
T say all these things
because being Creek
motivated me to get
into most of these other
organizations.
I had always had an
interest in USG Since
my first semester here
at BG but I really had

no connection to the
organization so I was
nervous about going to
the meetings. By meeting
members of my current
fraternity who were in
USG, I built a connection
and I am now the Kasl
Greek units Senator in

USG.

??

IEIPMM OUT - FALL BREAK 2006) NEW ORLEANS: Jim Trubisky (left). Kevin Stevens (center), and Ross Whitaker (lett) ot
.ambda Chi Alpha fraternity here at BGSU volunteer in New Orleans as part ot a community service protect over Fall Break

FOR THE KIDS: Kevin Stevens (nghl) and Matt Malinak (lett) represent Lambda
Chi Alpha at Dance Marathon Dance Marathon is an event that individuals II
students participate in to raise money lor the Children's Miracle Network

I now have a :).(>(> average
and am going lo law school. I
have been a member of several
student organizations, such
as the Interfraternity Council,
the Undergraduate Student
Government, besides being
a member and treasurer of
Lambda Chi Alpha.
I sax all these things because
being Greek motivated me to
get into most of these other
organizations. I bad always had
an interest in USG since my
first semester here at BG but 1
really had no connection to the
organization so I was nervous
about going to the meetings. By
meeting members of my current
fraternity who were in USG, I
built a connection and I am now
the East Greek units Senator in
USG.
Another key aspect of
fraternity life has been the
community service. In my

opinion it is the most rewarding
part of Greek life: collecting
food for those who cannot
provide for themselves or their
families and raising money
for a scholarship in honor of a
brother lost in a tragic accident.
The philanthropy or event
that raises money for these
various causes are different
for each Greek chapter here at
BG. This, in my opinion, shows
why going Greek is so great.
The fact that we can all come
together and support each
others' philanthropies and then
volunteer at soup kitchens,
dance for dance marathon, then
go out and perform so many
various aspects of community
service you just do not do in
other organizations on campus.
My name is Kevin Stevens and
I am a member of Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity here at BGSU
and I am proud to be Greek.
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LCOME BACK PHI KAPPA PSI

CATHAN BRICKER
REPORTER

Nearly 10 years after its disaffiliation
from the Interfratemity Council at
the University, the Phi Kappa Psi
fraternity is taking strides this year to
rebuild and re-colonize its chapter on
campus.
After years of encouragement to
bring Phi Psi back, the alumni, Greek
Life directors and the Phi Kappa Psi
Fraternity are beginning a fresh round
of recruitment this semester.

1 had the opportunity to sit down
with Ronald Ransom II, the Director
of Expansion for Phi Psi and his
assistant in order to leam more about
the fraternity and its goals for the
future.
According to Ronald, an ideal
Phi Psi man can set priorities, values
scholarship, wishes to challenge
himself, and looks to grow and leam
as an individual.
The Phi Psi motto is "The Great
Joy of Serving Others," and the men of

Phi Kappa Psi strongly value service
both within the community and the
fraternity.
Above all, Phi Psi promotes
academic excellence and holds a
strict minimum G.PA requirement
of 2.8s
Ronald further explained that
although they welcome all types
of men to learn more about the
fraternity, they are especially seeking
those who either aren't particularly
familiar with Greek life or haven't

found quite what they're looking for in
a Greek organization.
Deciding upon taking recruitment
to the men, informational meetings
are soon to be held in dormitories
and other on-campus locations. The
directors of recruitment hope to gain
a core group of about 30-35 men who
can make bonds with each other first,
then focus on building the fraternity.
Ronald and his colleagues are also
looking forward to working with the
Greek life office here at the University.

in their opinion one ol the best campu.'
Greek Life programs in the nation.
Like each Greek organization. I'll
Kappa Psi holds values sacred to thei,
chapter. Leadership, Scholarship
Service, and Brotherhood are foui
simple words that signify what eacl
Phi Psi member strives for, not only ii
their careers, but in their entire lives.
Interested in becoming a membe
of Phi Psi? Contact Ronald K. Ranson
II at rkr(ffiphikappapsi.com for nion
information.
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